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"Interactive video games.
So we can cream mnycousin Ralph
in San Diego at Sonic the Hedigehogr

There's been alot of hype about the information superhighway
But for many companies, it's not just hype. They're on the verge of
delivering broadband services. And we're the ones who are helping them do it.
Only AT&T Network Systems has the total solutions you need to get over
the formidable hurdles associated with building new networks. From highly
trained salespeople who understand your business, to the engineering expertise
of Bell Labs. From planning and manufacturing to installation and service Plus
the systems integration to tie in any mix of analog and digital, wired and wireless
networks and the operations systems to manage them.
And we back it all with the reliability we're famous for

Thousands of people ready to spend millions
on new services.
(Our total solutions let you deliver, fast.)
The biggest difference is that when you choose AT&T's total solutions
you know your investment is protected. We bring you products that grow
with your network. Like the world's only evolvable AIM technology— the
GlobeView"-2000 Broadband System. And regional interconnects based
on SONET and digital compression technology to accommodate avirtually
endless stream of new services.
So you can add capabilities and capacity year after year.
Our total solutions approach is why cable TV, phone and media companies
in the U.S. and throughout the world have selected AT&T Network Systems to be
their strategic partner. So don't upgrade or build your network with just anybody
After all, people out there are demanding new broadband services. With our
end-to-end solutions in place, you can start
giving them what they want right away
Before somebody else does.

AT&T TOTAL SOLUTIONS
MORE THAN JUST EQUIPMENT
WHAT YOU NEED TO COMPETE

'111111111111111,"

AT&T

0 1994 AT&T
Segf and Sonic-the Hedgehog are trademark. of SEGA. Copyri 4,
t1994 SECA. All rights reserved:944
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C APITAL C URRENTS

T

he FCC's recent decision on compatibility between
cable systems and consumer electronics equipment contains abig surprise: subscriber ownership of set-top
boxes. The FCC has decided to redesign equipment so that the security components are physically separate from other features and capabilities.
Subscribers will be prohibited from owning the
security components, but permitted to own the
hardware that supports other features and capabilities such as digital decompression and channel
guide services. This has significant implications
for future services and asubstantial impact on
cable operators and subscribers alike.
FCC Docket No. 93-7, required by Section 17
of the 1992 Cable Act, has the goal of allowing
subscribers to use the full capabilities of TVs and
VCRs. With current set-top descramblers, it is difficult or impossible to tape one scrambled program
while watching another, or to tape asequence of
programs that come in on different cable channels.
In order to satisfy these consumer needs in the
near term, the FCC has decided that cable operators must supply convertors with RF bypass circuits, timers to change channels for VCR recording, convertors with dual tuners to support picture-in-picture, etc.
In the longer term, anew "decoder interface
connector" on TVs and VCRs will eliminate the
tuner from the set-top box and replace set-top
boxes with "component decoder modules." This
much is no surprise.
The surprise comes in the FCC's decision to
"... separate signal access control functions from
other functions served through the connector.
By Jeffrey Krauss,
This capability will allow non-security functions
independent
to be provided through new products offered by
telecommunications
retail vendors or to be incorporated into TV
policy consultant and
receivers and VCRs ...." The FCC has recogPresident of
nized that subscriber ownership of the descramTelecommunications and
bling circuitry would degrade security, but subTechnology Policy of
scribers will be allowed to own the circuitry that
Rockville, Md.
provides other cable system services.

Should
subscribers
own set-top
boxes?

What services are affected
Today, apart from interference rejection, the typical
set-top descrambler provides little more than descrambling. There really are no significant services that can
be separated from the security function and included in
aseparate box the subscriber can own.
In the future, however, circumstances will change.
Digital decompression, channel guide services, interactive home shopping and digital information services
will be offered as more cable systems adopt digital
technology. These service capabilities will be affected
by this decision.
In the future, this FCC decision requires that subscribers have three options: they can buy stand-alone
boxes with the service functions while they rent the
security functions from the cable operator; they can

11>

buy TV sets that have the service functions built in
while they rent the security functions from the cable
operator; or they can continue to rent boxes from the
cable operator that contain both the security functions
and the service functions.

Impact on cable industry
This FCC decision will have an impact on the way
cable operators do business. Operators will have to
educate subscribers about what kinds of equipment are
compatible with the new services. (If the cable industry
handles this the way it has handled cable's public
image in the past, expect apublic relations disaster.)
This policy could impede technical advances. If subscribers have made asubstantial investment in equipment that would become obsolete, an operator may be
reluctant to upgrade technology. Operators will get
complaints from subscribers who move from one cable
system to another and find that their equipment no
longer works, because different cable systems employ
different technology or offer different services. (For
example, subscriber equipment that supports the
StarSight channel guide service might not support the
TV Guide or Prevue services.)
But this new policy could decrease operators' capital
requirements. If new digital set-top units cost between
$200 and $300 apiece, maybe it's better to allow subscribers to make that investment. In these days of rate
regulation, an 11 percent return on that investment may
not be very attractive to cable operators.

Subscriber ownership limits
The FCC was very clear that subscriber ownership
rights do not extend to the descrambling circuitry and
related security components. This includes, for example, the data receiver that receives the entitlement messages that are addressed to each descrambler, telling
which programs and services the subscriber has paid
for. Subscriber ownership of these functions would
compromise security, the FCC has determined.
In addition to security functions, privacy functions
should also excluded from subscriber ownership. As
operators begin to offer telephone services over cable,
privacy emerges as an important concern. The cable
bandwidth will be shared among all the subscribers in a
neighborhood, in the same way that cellular telephone
and cordless telephone bandwidth is shared. Although
your neighbors may easily listen to your cellular and
cordless calls, they should be prevented from listening
to your cable telephone calls. Excluding the network
control functions from subscriber ownership will help.
This new regime of subscriber ownership presents
many challenges. For an industry that has never placed a
high priority on standards and interoperability, priorities
may have to change. Subscribers may gain some benefits from competitive supply of equipment, but incompatibilities may eliminate the benefits. And subscriber
ownership may exacerbate signal leakage problems. If
you sense that I'm skeptical, you've got it right. CED
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Sumitomo Products & Services
VSB-AM

Digital

Optical Cable

Fusion Splicers

•Optical TX's

•24 NTSC or 20 BTSC per

•Full line

•Single fiber

Rack & Strand

fiber at 2.4 Gbps

High Power Iarers
•Optical RX's

•Add/drop capability
•"Overhead" for voice/data

•Matched clad VAD fibers

•Multi fiber

•FutureFlex air blown

Connectors
Construction Services

fiber system

Trunk & Bridger

411> SUMITOMO ELECTRIC
Fiber Optics Corp.
78 Alexander Drive, RTP, NC 27709, 800/358-7378, Fax 919/541-8297
Member Of The Sumitomo Electric, Ltd. Group
Blown Fiber Technology invented by British Telecommunications PLC & developed & manufactured By Sumitomo Electric Ind, Ltd..
Circle Reader Service No. 2

The Perfect Marriage
of LIGHT and AIR.

MC 2.650

UNEQUALLED FOR FIBER-TO-FEEDER TRANSMISSION
• TIME PROVEN COAXIAL PRODUCT
e LOWEST ATTENUATION
• FULL ALUMINUM WALL THICKNESS
• EXCELLENT HANDLING PROPERTIES
• FULLY BONDED ... MOISTURE AND SUCKOUT RESISTANT
Whenever fiber optic cable is to meet coaxial feeder, the airdielectric design of .650 MC 2 assures the most advarnageous match.
Produced since 1985, .650 MC 2 is the only coaxial available today that
has the diameter and handling ease of afeeder cable, with the electrical performance of atrunk cable.
Foam-core coaxials cannot achieve the attenuation of .650 MC'
without increasing cable diameter and sacrificing full aluminum wall
thickness. They simply cannot compete with the time-honored capabilities and economies of .650 MC 2.

MC 2 Feeds The Future

Call or write for free sample and brochure: Trilogy Communications, Inc.,
2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, MS 39208 (601) 932-4461 Fax (601) 939-6637
or Call (800) 874-5649
Circle Reader Service No, 3
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36 Standardizing the set-top
By Leslie Ellis, CED

There is growing momentum to establish aset of standards for
digital set-tops so they can be moved from one system to another. But there are several sticking points, the most important
being conditional access. This story attempts to sort out the
issues and discuss what's on everyone's mind.

30 Building the perfect
OSS for cable TV
By Roger Brown, CED
While the focus on the full service network
has been on pieces and parts, relatively little
attention has been paid to auniversal infrastructure that can support interactivity. This
article points out the need for such systems
and the likelihood that they'll be built in time.

About the Cover

Can cable get the OSS gear turning! Photo by Benn Mitchell
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42 Preparing for new services
By Dilpreet Jammu and Jim McEachem, Bell Northern
Research
What will be the network impact of deploying such services as
video on demand, telephony and data? How should operators
configure the drop connections to homes? This article looks at
those questions and models areal cable system with costs.
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54 All that jazz
By CED qaff

The NCTA Show in New Orleans was asmashing success, with
more booth space purchased than ever before. This article
details the new products and business deals that characterized
the annual confab, with special emphasis on how several
announcements will impact future set-tops.
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Digital World coverage

64 Future gateways
By CED staff

The Society of Cable Television Engineers met in St. Louis last
month and took a"hands-on" approach to provisioning new services. Our coverage includes the election of this year's chairman, member of the year and other award winners, as well as
complete coverage of new products and the technical sessions.

The into superhighway

F TE
CED magazine is recognized by the Society of
Cable Television Engineers.
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The TVM550 expands bandwidth to make agile modulation hotter than ever.
Standard's TVM450 was arevolution —the first frequency agile, PLLcontrolled, broadband heterodyne
modulator capable of near-crystal
performance without heavy postfiltering.
Now the TVM550 is making agile
modulation hotter than ever.
With the TVM550, you get arebroadcast quality modulator with
noise- and spurious-free RF output
and ultra-stable, artifact-free agile
PLL synthesized tuning anywhere
from 54 to 550 MHz. So you can cover amuch bigger slice of the broadband spectrum with one device.
And if that's not enough to make
the TVM550 sizzle, there's more.
Talk about integration.
Short on rack space (and who isn't)?
The TVM550 is designed to accept
the seamless integration of options,
including the CSG60 BTSC/MTS
stereo generator and automatic
high-level I.F. switching. By eliminating separate components for
these functions, the TVM550 saves

rack space, external wiring and AC
power requirements, and reduces
heat generated in the headend.
A few refinements.
The TVM550 also offers some very
refined, practical features to make
operations simple and obvious.
Video and RF test ports, asevensegment deviation meter and
BTSC indicator are all conveniently located on the front panel, while
preprogamnied FCC frequency offsets are microprocessor controlled
for exact system requirements.
The TVM550's advanced circuitry,
slim-line design and high level
performance characteristics make
it the hot choice of cable MS0s.

Get it while it's hot.
When you add up all the TVM550
can do, it's easy to see why it's
becoming avery hot seller. But you
don't have to take our word for it.
Call us, and well send you complete
specs and pricing. And if that's not
enough to convince you, we'll set it
up and show you —in your facility
or ours.
Call today. We want to prove the
TVM550 is one hot idea where you
won't get burned.

The Right Technology for Right Now.

SATELLITE & BROADBAND
cavisucDrv

PRC>CDUC -rs

P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
310/532-5300
Toll Free 800/745-2445
Fax: 800/722-2329 (Toll Free)
310/532-0397 (CA & Intl Only)
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If you're used to seeing access as more of aproblem than
an opportunity S/DMS AccessNode will change your mind. It's the
only next-generation DLC designed to accelerate revenues.
Take S/DMS AccessNode's unique service adaptive line cards.
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They let you instantly turn up new services on request.

Four S/DMS AccessNode line
cards support over 50 services.

So you can deliver any services, from POTS to DS-3 to ATM, practically
at the touch of an enter key, instead of in days or weeks.
And the faster you deliver, the faster you generate revenue.
S/DMS AccessNode supports ahill-spectrum of services
Service changes made
remotely without field visits.

like ISDN, centrex, DDS, or specials, with only four line cards.
Which means you can quickly provide new services, and change
them to more profitable services even faster.
So instead of thinking next-generation access, start thinking
revenue-generating access. Cell 1-800-NORTHERN.
We'll make sure your foot is planted firmly on the accelerator.
The only next-generation DLC
designed to accelerate revenues.

Northern Telecom. Discovering and delivering the best solutions in voice,
video & data communications systems worldwide.

rtt

northern
telecom

Circle Reader Service No. 5

S/DMS, AccessNode and FiberWorld are trademarks of Northern Telecom
0 1993 Northern Telecom
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N PERSPECTIVE

A

scable operators and their competitors race to build two-way multimedia networks that will enable delivery of services like interactive
games, home shopping, and data, abehind-the-scenes battle is shaping up between companies that envision the TV as the interactive
appliance and those who see the PC fulfilling that role.
There are some visionaries who predict the television
and personal computer will some day merge into an intelligent device capable of an almost infinite number of
functions. A case can be made for that scenario based on
what's occuring with display systems as aresult of highdefinition TV.
Up until HDTV is launched, TVs will use round pixels
to display analog NTSC signals, and they'll rely on two
interlaced fields of images that make up asingle frame.
That's in direct conflict with computer monitors that use
progressive scan monitors and square pixels, which offer
high resolution and more detail.
When the first HDTV monitors hit the market in a
couple of years, they'll obviously feature high-resolution
pictures. But owing to early uncertainties, they'll be able
to work with either progressive scan or interlace formats,
display square or round pixels and accommodate several
different levels of resolution.
But can the functionality of TVs and computers be
merged? In some respects, yes. But not if today's paradigms are followed. What is key is that the display, or
monitor, must be treated as amodule—a detached device
that perhaps hangs on the wall and can display different
sized pictures derived from atelephone call, atelevision,
acomputer or virtual reality machine.
If the display is one day cheap enough, keyboards,
printers and devices such as amouse could be "attached"
through wireless interfaces to permit both passive viewing of broadcast video entertainment as well as interaction with others over the
Internet, for example. The only issue would relate to the number of
people in the home vs. the number of displays aperson might own.
Right now, however, the battle rages on now about whether it's
the TV or the computer that becomes the device by which we all
communicate with one another. With established territory to defend,
companies that have supplied products to one industry or the other
have opposing views.
It gets interesting when companies like Intel and General
Instrument, for example, link up to develop high-speed modems for
datacom delivery over cable networks. Should that cable be connected to the TV or the PC? Depending upon whether the view is "TVcentric" or "PC-centric" is the way those answers are currently being
formed. But what if both devices share the same, detached monitor?
If the display is physically separated from both the PC and the
TV, it may turn out that by using asimple splitter, everyone's right
in the long run.

The
interactive
home of
the future
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MORE PORTABLE.
JUST AS AFFORDABLE.

STEALTH' SAM
Stealth SAM... Put stealth technology right in your hand! The
new handheld Stealth SAM is our latest high-performance SAM.
Fast/Full-featured... Use your Stealth SAM to measure individual carrier levels, C/N and hum without deactivating channels,
even digital signal levels. Plus, it performs our unique
Sweepless Sweep", spectrum analyzer display, and automated
FCC 24-hour testing and logging.
Stealth SAM does all this with a5to 1,000 MHz frequency
range, standard.

Circle Reader Service No. 6

Easy/precise viewing... View the comprehensive collection of
measurements on aconvenient LCD display that's easy to see
even in bright sun and under wide temperature extremes.
You'll wonder how we squeezed so much capability into this
high-performance SAM. The Stealth SAM is just part of the complete line of Stealth products and quality test equipment from
Wavetek.

Call 1-800-622-5515.

Wavetek... partners in productivity for over 25 years.

W AVŒTŒK

©Wavetek Corp., 1994
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C OLOR BURSTS

Time Warner's PCS-over-cable test
in Orlando pronounced asuccess

sen to provide the components necessary for
the switched digital fiber-to-the-curb systems
planned for 50,000 homes in New Jersey.
According to Stuart Johnson, chairman and
CEO of Bell Atlantic Video Services, the comTime Warner Telecommunications
wireless applications in its own office buildpany will focus primarily on constructing
announced that it has successfully completed a ing, at the base and the top of aham radio
hybrid fiber coax (similar to fiber-to-the-feedwide-area test of Qualcomm's CDMA (code
tower, on the roof of the Sheraton Orlando
er) systems that will deliver video programNorth hotel and at the Wekiva golf course.
division multiple access) technology to transming separate from telephony signals. At some
port PCS signals over the Full Service
Lex Felker, TWT's VP of technology, said the
later time, when marketplace forces dictate,
Network in Orlando, Fla.
test showed that atransceiver located 18 feet
services may be integrated over the same netabove ground could adequately penetrate
According to Time Warner officials, the
work, he said.
homes, allowing the signals to be sent and
system provided seamless coverage in the
In its role as asystems integrator, AT&T
received by low-power wireless telephones.
home, neighborhood, workplace and car durwill assure that all aspects of the
ing the trial, which studied coverage and
In addition, tests showed the wireless sysnetwork—from central office to set-top—work
tem could successfully connect with computer
capacity issues as well as connections with
together. It will also be the major network
data services like American Online and to Epersonal computers via data provider America
equipment supplier. GI will supply analog and
mail services provided by the Internet.
Online. Significantly, the six-month test
digital set-tops that will support interactive
showed that wireless digital calls can be sucmultimedia, distribution gear as well as endcessfully handed off from aradio network to a
to-end access control, encryption and digital
fiber-based cable system without interference
compression technology
to either the calls or the video programming
In aseparate announcement, the Bell
being watched by subscribers.
Atlantic Video Services announced that it has
Bell Atlantic Video Services has tapped
"Assuming adequate spectrum is made
restructured its executive offices as aresult of
available to new entrants, the cable industry
AT&T Network Systems as systems integrator
former president Art Bushkin's resignation
will be amajor participant in realizing the full
and prime contractor and General Instrument
from the company to pursue other entrepreas amajor contributor to the construction of
potential of next-generation mobile services,"
neurial interests. Under the new structure,
BAnet, the company's full service network
said Dennis Patrick, CEO of Time Warner
Frank Pereia was named president of video
that is planned for 20 cities over the next five
Telecommunications.
services; Robert Beran becomes president of
years. BroadBand Technologies was also cho- new media ventures; Robert Townsend has
Time Warner has constructed cell sites for
been tapped as acting president of
interactive multimedia services; and
Qua/comm
COMA wireless data demonstration network
telephone
Ken Van Meter becomes acting
switching
president of interactive multimedia
office
Radio Link
platforms.
Protocol (RLP)
Meanwhile, Southwestern Bell
(Time Warner
Personal
Cable building)
said it will install BroadBand
digital assistant
Technologies digital networking and
Time
AT&T's telephony gear for its
Warner
2,000-home broadband trial schedCable
uled for construction this fall in
full service
Richardson, Texas.
network
Public
BBT will install avariation of its
Adapter
switched telephone
Fiber Loop Access 1100 digital,
network
56 Kbps
fiber-to-the-curb system, which will
leased
line
carry voice and video in ATM format to aseries of curbside optical
9600 bps
Qua/comm
radio link
network units. The ONUs serve
America Online
corporate
from four to 64 homes, said Sam
network
Worldwide WEB servers
Quattrocchi,
VP of marketing for
(ONET)
BBT. From there, the voice and
Cell sites
Notebook computer
video signals travel over Coaxial
•Sheraton Orlando
E-mail services
North Hotel
cable to the home. Southwestern
•AT&T mail
•Wekiva Golf Course
•MCI mail
Bell has not yet identified which
•Ham tower
•Sprint mail
brand of set-top or residence-mount•Time Warner Cable
ed box will escort the voice and
building
video signals into the home.
Multiple COMA
The RBOC hopes to have the
Internet
voice calls
telephony
portion of the network up
1
114:bIlicr r.r:rvir;r:
and ringing by the end of the year.

Bell Atlantic, SWBell
select vendors
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Connect With ANew Number.

1-800-639-CATV
Here's the number you've been waiting for — abrand new line that puts you
in touch with achoice of winning solutions.
A network of 10 distribution centers to deliver product where you
want it, when you want it
A broad line of products to keep pace with your emerging needs
4w An experienced cable television industry team that understands
your challenges

For anew choice in CATV equipment distribution, call abrand new number now.

-11w80063941

-AghL7 Sprint

North Supply

(

11

AIXIMEIF
Circle Reader Service No. 7

1-800-639-CATV
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C OLOR BURSTS

Video delivery of basic cable services, interactive games, home shopping and educational
services will follow, said acompany
spokesperson.

H-P acquires CaLan

In amove that gives the company an
increased toehold in the cable television testing marketplace, Hewlett-Packard Co.
announced last month it will acquire CaLan
Inc. of Dingmans Ferry, Pa. Over the next six
months, the CaLan operation will be shifted to
the H-P facility in Santa Rosa, Calif. The 55
employees will be eligible for positions within
H-P, the company said in astatement.
H-P officials said the agreement demonstrates the company's commitment to supporting the testing needs of the cable-TV industry.
(H-P has also become involved in the cable
industry through another division by agreeing
to supply digital set-top terminals to TCI and
Comcast.)
By adding the CaLan line of product to its
own, H-P will now be able to offer afull line
of test, measurement, monitoring and network
management products to cable operators.
CaLan's line of products included anon-interfering high-resolution sweep system and asignal level measurement system, among others.
H-P was the first to offer an integrated, singlebox tester that performs all FCC-required RF
and video proof test measurements.
According to H-P, the CaLan return-to-factory service and upgrade policy will remain in
place and be incorporated into H-P's worldwide service program.

ADSL put on shelf
by Northern Telecom

Hybrid fiber coax architectures for video
won ahuge endorsement from Northern
Telecom last month when it said it will shelve
its ADSL investments and will instead redirect
those resources, including three dozen ADSL
researchers, into "productization" of its hybrid
fiber/coax designs.
Following the informal announcement, GTE
and regional Bell operating companies including US West, Southwestern Bell, Nynex, Bell
South and Pacific Bell practically dismissed
ADSL, citing adesire for broadband HFC
instead. ADSL was designed to send digital
video signals over twisted copper pair lines at
VCR or better quality.
"This is avote of confidence in our new
cable business," says Stephen Fleming, associate vice president of global marketing for
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Northern Telecom's broadband network services division, referencing the formation of
that division earlier this year. "To some extent,
we're taking dollars and resources which had
been targeted to our traditional telco base and
moving them into products aimed at the core
cable business."
The news didn't appear to shock blooming
telco broadband players. "We're putting our
main emphasis on hybrid fiber/coax," says
David Hinshaw, VP of growth for U SWest,
which has video trials slated for Omaha, Neb.,
Denver, Minneapolis, Salt Lake City, Portland,
Ore. and Boise, Idaho.
Officials with Pacific Bell also dismissed
ADSL as astrategic video plan. "We're not
using here, nor do we plan to use it. We've
looked at it carefully and it doesn't provide the
bandwidth we think we need," explained a
company spokesman.
Northern Telecom disbanded with further
ADSL work because it had reached acritical
design juncture. "The issue was that these
were hand-built prototypes, using discrete
components," said Fleming. "We're continuing to do some technical work related to
what's required to put ADSL on one chip, but
basically need to see avolume of 1million
units per year to continue profitably."
Because it's unlikely that ADSL deployment will generate that kind of volume,
Northern Telecom will reallocate the majority
of its ADSL resources, including 36 of 250
broadband services division staffers, to hybrid
fiber/coax development, notes Fleming.

CableLabs issues RFI
plans to test QAM

Cable Television Laboratories has issued an
RFI on digital media servers and begun digital
modulation testing at its headquarters near
Denver.
The server RFI was issued to more than 250
vendors in late May; responses were due June
30. The RFI requested information on servers
to support video on demand and events on
demand services. A key aspect sought is a
delay feature that would allow live events to
be viewed from the beginning even if the
viewer tunes in late.
The RFI sought information on servers for
systems with 500,000 subscribers, 100,000
subscribers and 10,000 subscribers. Responses
were requested to address either 4megabits
per second or 9mbps data rates while seeking
comment on the impact of other data rates.
Meanwhile, CableLabs will be working
with General Instrument, Scientific-Atlanta

and TV/COM International to test digital modulation to determine how acable system might
affect digital signal transmission.
The initial tests, which were slated to begin
last month, will focus on QAM technology. GI
will supply aprototype DigiCable 64-QAM
system that includes forward error correction
and adaptive equalization. S-A will supply
production 64/256 QAM modulator and
demodulator boards featuring its custom
64/256 chip set. TV/COM, which has been
developing programmable single-chip digital
QPSK and QAM architectures for second-generation networks, will investigate the merits of
variable bandwidth and variable order QAM
capabilities.
This announcement follows one previously
made with Pioneer.

Jottings

Canadian operators Halifax Cablevision
and Access Cable Television plan to test highspeed computer connectivity over their cable
systems. Computers located in up to 10 public
sites will be outfitted with Zenith Homeworks
gateway cards and modems to provide free public access to Chebucto Free-Net services. The
trial also calls for an unspecified number of residences to be outfitted with the Zenith hardware
as well... In times of turmoil, you need aconsultant. Larry YokeII, who had been asenior
analyst for strategic/competitive assessment at
CableLabs, has hung out his shingle and started
anew company called Convergence Industry
Associates. The company will offer full-service
consulting services, including primary and secondary research, executive summaries, reports,
white papers, briefings, conferences and more.
Larry can be reached at (303) 494-6418...
Augat Inc.'s communication products division
will supply Toshiba Corp. with RF amplifiers
and related products for use in advanced communciations networks in Japan and Asian countries. In addition, the two companies will work
together to develop new products for both U.S.
and international use ... Alcatel Network
Systems has been chosen by Southern New
England Telephone (SNET) to supply digital
crossconnects for I-SNET, the voice/data/video
network that will serve the state of Connecticut.
The crossconnects have acapacity of 256 DS-3
ports with planned expansion to more than
2,600 ports (2,048 ports can handle about 1.4
million telephone calls simultaneously). ISNET will cost about $4.5 billion over the next
15 years to construct. Crossconnects allow traffic to be rerouted with virtually no interruption
in the case of anetwork failure ... .
Compiled by Roger Brown and Leslie Ellis
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Moore's Above Ground
Fiber Node Cabinet
Is Worth Looking Into!
Easy Access Doors
and top are completely
removable for easy,
quick equipment
installations.

Fiber Storage Bracket
is capable of storing up
to 300 feet of Fiber
Optic Cable.
Rigid 12 Gauge Frame,
the same as highway
guard rail steel, ensures
that our cabinet
maintains its shape
during installation and
when fully loaded.

Security -3point locking on both
front and rear doors
Universal Vertical
Mounting Rods
allow all amplifier
brands to be installed
using their strand
mounting brackets.

Durability A powder paint coating
on top of agalvanized
substrate can withstand
all environments

Colors. Moore offers 3
Painted surfaces:
Forest Green, Textured
Almond and Pedestal
Green.

Mounting Base
is set below grade to
ensure the cabinet's
stability.

Seeing the future and responding
quickly with innovative Fiber Optic
Management solutions for CATV,
Data and Telecommunications has
made Moore Diversified Products,
Inc. an industry leader. Believing
that you, our customers, must be
completely satisfied at all times,
will keep us the leader!

For mare information about our new
Fiber Node Cabinet or any of our
other innovative fiber management
products, call us today! We want
you to depend on us!

MOORE
Moore

Diversified

Products,

Inc.

1441 Sunshine Lane •Lexington, Kentucky 40505
800-769-1441 •606-299-6288 •FAX 606-299-6653
United States Representatives:
Jerry Conn Associates, Inc. 800-233-7600 •Patterson Communications 805-940-1546
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fMike Frame, vice president of Northern Telecom's
new broadband network services division, had one
wish, it would be to jettison the hype out of the information superhighway. It's one of his
biggest pet peeves.
"We need to put more realism into
the convergence scene," clips Frame, a
conservative and quiet Briton-turnedAmerican. "A lot of the media tends to
over-extend what the industry can do,
so Ithink it's important that we cut
through the hype and add realism to the
stories."
Largely, that's what Frame intends
to do for Northern Telecom, as the
executive in charge of the recently
formed broadband group. "What Iwant
to do is to get Northern Telecom clearly into the cable business," Frame
emphasizes. "We only entered into
cable in January of this year, and Isee
it as areal challenge to bring in acorporation and gain the respect of the
industry."
Frame hopes to do that with the
coming introduction of anew line of
"full service network" products that
promise to deliver telephone, personal
communication services and switched
video/telephone/data services to cabled
homes.
"What we'll bring to the table is our
end-to-end full service network line,
for switched video and analog video, telephone service
and data services," says Frame, noting that the line will
likely include video servers, set-top boxes, ATM
switching equipment, voice switching equipment, and
operations and maintenance gear.

Frame:
Leading NT's
broadband
charge

By Leslie Ellis

Silver NT anniversary
This year marks Frame's silver anniversary with
Northern Telecom, which he joined in 1969. He says
he joined the North American communications industry because of ahigh level of respect he had for the
approach taken in this country. "I lived in the U.K. at
the time, in Chester, which is in northern England,"
explains Frame. "I came to Northern Telecom because
of the respect Ihad for the U.S. communications industry, from aquality and design standpoint."
Frame had completed his bachelors and doctoral
degrees at Heriot Watt University, located in
Edinburgh, Scotland, prior to his move to the States.
He holds aBSEE and Ph.D. in electrical engineering
from the Scottish university, named after James Watt,
inventor of the steam engine.
In his early days at Northern Telecom's Ottawa,
Canada laboratories, Frame designed copper-, coaxialand optically-based transmission networks which carried data, voice and video signals. "In those days, it
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was all for long-haul applications, and inter-LATA
transmission," Frame recalls.
In 1981, Frame moved out of Northern Telecom's
labs and into business administration. It wasn't adifficult transition, he says. In his new role, Frame served
as marketing director for NT's digital transmission
products before moving to Atlanta one year later. He
and his family of four, which includes his wife,
Jennifer; and three children, Sara (23), Heather (21)
and David (14), have been in Atlanta ever since.
Early this year, Frame was selected to oversee the
company's broadband business unit, which boasts 250
employees taken from the company's widespread sales,
marketing and manufacturing facilities. Prior to the
division startup, Frame had served as aregional marketing VP in charge of the company's account with
long distance carrier MCI.
The new broadband group, Frame says, will manage
research and development and operations to develop a
new residential broadband product line. It will use a
development plant the company owns in Harlow,
England to develop the new gear.

Biggest challenge
Frame says he experienced his biggest engineering
challenge two separate times during his 25-year
Northern Telecom stint. Both times it involved the
installation and cutover of "huge, long-haul networks"
from analog to digital capacity.
"The first was in 1974, when we upgraded the network from Montreal to Toronto, Canada to carry data
at 274 Mbps," Frame recalls. "The second was in 1992,
when we modified anetwork to carry data traveling
from the West Coast to the East Coast at 2.4 Gbps."
What made the installation particularly vexing, says
Frame, was designing and installing the equipment,
and ensuring the project was on schedule at all times.
"It was all analog prior to the change, in both cases,"
says Frame. "We were putting in digital when people
didn't believe in digital."
Frame says the telecommunications future promises
increased speeds of ATM networks "so that when a
business or subscriber needs certain information, it will
be instantaneously delivered, over afull ATM fabric."
Top speeds of that ATM network will be in the gigabit-per-second range, evolving to terabit switching
speeds, Frame says: "I think we'll see these kinds of
speeds within the next decade."
In his free time, Frame enjoys rock
climbing—"because you can forget about work"—and
snow skiing. Last winter, in fact, he and his family
skied the Colorado Rockies. During the trip, the elder
and younger Frame men entered aNastar ski race
together, zipping in and out of the Olympics-style flags
at breakneck speeds. The winner?
"My son is starting to ski the bowls faster than I,"
laments Frame, "but Ibeat him two out of three on the
race. When age gets going, it really does come
through." CUD
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Reliable
Power
Will Make
It Super.

he great promise of the information

• Advanced Technology

superhighway is creating high customer

Advanced design features such as

expectations. To satisfy these, reliable

temperature compensated recharging

power is amust.

extend battery life and performance.

Alpha Technologies and Johnson

•Single Source Convenience

Controls have been providing reliable

l'he Alpha /Johnson Controls team

power to the cable television and tele-

provides asingle point of contact for

communications industries for years.

complete, convenient customer service.

The Dynasty® Gel Cel battery and

• Proven Reliability

the CableUPS® XP Series power supply

Reliable power reduces maintenance

are the leading choices for cable opera-

costs and customer churn. Which is

tors for one, simple reason—reliability.

For more information, call:
United States
Alpha Technologies
3767 Alpha Way
Bellingham, WA 98226
Tel: (206) 647-2360
Fax: (206) 671-4936

why this team is the leading choice
for cable television powering.

Alpha XP Series power supply
and Johnson Controls Dynasty®
Gel Ce! battery.

1-800-421-8089

Canada
Alpha Technologies
5700 Sidley Street
Burnaby, B.C. V5J 5E5
Tel: (604) 430-1476
Fax: (604) 430-8908
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When Iwrote last month's column about the SCTE

and Bill Riker, Iwas just heading off to the NCTA's
National Show in New Orleans (a.k.a. the Big Easy;
America's Crescent City; home of jazz,
cajun food and Creole cooking.)
Heading off to the Show, Ididn't
really know exactly what we would be
facing in terms of attendance. Our
estimates were running about 30 percent ahead of last year's total attendance.
Well, the numbers are in. As it
turned out, we had nearly 23,000 people in the New Orleans Convention
Center for our annual show. We had
almost three times as many international visitors as we've ever had before.
We had several new program services,
more than 30 new hardware companies,
new service providers, one of the finest
sets of technical papers Ican remember
in recent years and, all together, atruly
spectacular show.
As Iwrite this column, on my way
to the Cable-Tec Expo in St. Louis,
Mo., I'm still wondering: why did all
of these people come to New Orleans
during that particular week? What did
they hope to find? What, in fact, did
they find? And what did they take
away from there, in terms of information and thoughts about our future?

Shows prove
cable ready
to battle
competitors

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA

Not arequiem
One thing is abundantly clear: those 23,000 attendees did not come to afuneral. No, they came to see
firsthand what our industry was doing and how we're
handling the regulatory and legal problems recently
foisted upon us.
The most interesting thing about the crowd, however, was that it spent less time on those issues, it seems,
and more time on trying to understand where all this
new technology would fit in, and what all these new
program services were about.
As Iwalked around the exhibit floor, Icouldn't help
but be attracted by the conversations Iheard between
various people from different industries.
They were vigorous conversations, with give and
take about technology and its impact. Debates about
how to roll out interactive services. Arguments about
how to approach competition from DBS, and how to
deal with telephone companies and their possible
entrance into cable TV.

Technological displays abound
In addition to all ol this talk. Isaw more booths with
program guides than I've ever seen before, and more
examples of high-speed, on-line data services over
cable TV. Most fascinating about these displays was
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the programming underlining them.
Even though they were essentially demonstrations of
what some day can be done, they were programmed in
such away that the viewer had adistinct feeling that
this was aservice about ready to be rolled out.

When in France
in thinking about how this year's National Show
looked to me, Ididn't give any thought to what was
going on in other places and venues. Ididn't know
what Iwould find the following week, when Iwould
be trotting off to France for acable operator conference sponsored by the Alliance of Mayors of Great
Cities of France. What Idid find in France, much to
my surprise, was formal and informal conversations
about the National Show.
Usually, when I'm asked to give talks and lectures
on cable TV in America, I'm asked to focus on regulatory impacts on our business. In France, though, all of
these lectures quickly dissolved into questions and discussion about what had been seen on the exhibit floor
in New Orleans.
All of the French operators Ispoke with proclaimed
the National Show "magnifique!" and were eager to
hear all about our interactive video experiences, probably because of their ongoing relationship with Minitel.
They all claimed that the different services they saw
demonstrated in the various vendor's exhibits at NCTA
were exactly the kinds of services they hoped would
eventually be available in their country as well.

Whirlwind tech tour spawns new thoughts
After awhirlwind like those two weeks, I'm forced
now to stop and offer some sober advice to myself and
my attitudes about what our industry is doing and
where it's going.
Because, notably, the exhibit floor in New Orleans
was not packed just with the friends of the cable industry. It was also filled with many representatives from
our existing and potential competitors. There were
many people on the exhibit floor who represent the
very groups and industries that brought these new and
onerous regulations to bear.
Certainly, those people saw our industry as one still
in charge of its own destiny and one that can, in fact,
successfully meet the competition. Of course, more
careful consideration on how to apply our more limited
economic resources to those new services and projects
prevails.
So another year has passed, as measured by the
passing of the National and SCTE shows. We now
must all buckle down to the hard reality of "Life Under
the New Rules." Will these issues end the growth of
the best delivery system ever built by private enterprise?
Ithink not. The people Isaw and spoke to in New
Orleans were bubbling over with new ideas and adedication to the challenge that should see us through. It
makes one proud to be in the cable business. CED
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There's a New Addition to Our Family.

They're here! Regal wide body taps from ANTEC —developers of
the first 1GHz tap and line passive products for the cable industry.
Regal 1GHz two-way and four-way wide body taps meet the needs
of your growing network by affording you flexibility in system design
Our Cable Integrated Services Network (CISN)

and construction. These wide body taps allow you to upgrade any

is a "blueprint" for building abroadband network

existing plant to 1GHz without extension connectors.

spectrum. The Regal family of products by ANTEC

that accommodates interactive services in a 1GHz
supports this vision.

Regal wide body taps offer:
• 1GHz bandwidth to accommodate emerging technologies
such as Near Video On Demand, HDTV, and Digital Audio.
• Premium components for superior RF performance and

Alb

dependability —the trademark of Regal products.
• Most extensive selection of main line distribution passives
in the cable industry —including narrow and wide body taps
as well as traditional and surge protected line passives.
Contact your local ANTEC representative and meet the new additions

REGAL

to our Regal product family.

/I

by ANTEC

Call 1-800 TO ANTEC.
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FROM THE H EADEND

T

oday, for the second time in as many weeks, Iwas
asked if Ihad apreference for the use of multi-level
quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) or multi-level vestigial sideband (VSB) as amodulation format for
the transmission of digital signals to the
home.
QAM proponents argue that the
scheme is awell-known, tried and true
quantity in use in vast numbers of different transmission systems around the
world today. They also imply that
QAM, because of its volume usage,
should be less expensive to implement,
and is somewhat of a"standard".
VSB proponents, on the other hand,
argue that multi-level VSB is more
robust for agiven symbol transmission
rate, especially in the presence of noise
bursts and ghosts, and requires less
channel equalization—also implying less
complexity and lower cost in the
decoder for agiven performance level.
Early discussions (1990/1991) on the
subject of digital modulation techniques for the transmission of compressed digital video to the home in the
CATV industry typically revolved
around the use of I6-QAM. This technique, described in an earlier column',
would be theoretically capable of
squeezing as many as 4bits of digital
information in asingle hertz of bandwidth. Or, stated
in the way we usually speak, 16-QAM would allow a
theoretical maximum of about 24 Mbps to be transmitted in asingle 6MHz cable channel.
Later discussions and experimentation became more
bold, moving to 64-QAM (6 bits per hertz or 36 Mbps
in 6MHz) and most recently, in order to better compete with the 16-VSB proponents, discussions have
been targeted around 256-QAM having atheoretical
maximum efficiency of 8bits for every hertz of bandwidth, or 48 Mbps in a6MHz channel!
Practically speaking, due to the requirement that
actual circuits be built with realizable components, the
actual data rates that can be accommodated in agiven
6MHz channel for 16-, 64-, and 256-QAM are about
20 Mbps, 30 Mbps, and 43 Mbps, respectively.

Which is
better for
cable: QAM
or VSB?

By Chris Bowick, Group
Vice President/ Technology,
Jones Intercable
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How they work
In aQAM modulator, the incoming data stream is
first commutated or split into two different data paths:
the in-phase or Ipath, and the quadrature or Q path.
This results in adata rate in each path that is one-half
of the original input data rate to the modulator. In other
words, if we were dealing with an initial input data rate
of 20 Mbps, then the data is split into two separate
paths of 10 Mbps each.
Each of these data streams is further processed
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through multi level converters, where acertain number
of bits are converted to an analog voltage level called a
symbol (2 bits to 4levels for 16-QAM, 3bits to 8levels for 64 QAM, or 4bits to 16 levels for 256 QAM)
and then applied to two separate double-sideband suppressed carrier amplitude modulators operating in
phase quadrature. After modulation, the in-phase and
quadrature carriers are summed together and filtered
for transmission. This is therefore adouble-sideband,
suppressed-carrier technique.
16-VSB modulation is an outgrowth of the 4-VSB
work Zenith has been doing in its high-definition television efforts2,and which was selected by the Grand
Alliance back in February of this year as the modulation technique of choice for the transmission of HDTV
via broadcast facilities. In 16-VSB, the incoming data
stream is not split into two different paths driving two
different quadrature modulators as in the case of QAM,
but instead, symbols of 16 discrete levels are applied to
asingle suppressed carrier, vestigial sideband, amplitude modulator.
A small pilot carrier, used to aid in synchronous
detection at the receiver, is inserted at the location of the
suppressed carrier—about 310 kHz above the lower channel edge. For agiven number of levels per symbol and
for agiven channel bandwidth, QAM and VSB have the
same data carrying capacity: 4-VSB equates to 16QAM; 8-VSB to 64-QAM; and 16-VSB to 256-QAM.
Proponents of 16-VSB argue that, due to the presence of apilot carrier, and the use of synchronous
detection in the receiver, the receiver is able to maintain carrier synchronization and sync operation even
during the presence of noise bursts and ghosts. QAM
systems, on the other hand, rely on the use of the modulation of the carrier for carrier and data synchronization. Therefore, with QAM, during noise bursts and
ghosting the data detection process will often fail,
causing data synchronization to also fail, and requiring
the system to re-acquire sync. This typically takes a
significant amount of time.

Which way to go?
So which system is ideal for the cable industry? I
don't claim to know the answer to that one! Back in
March of this year, however, CableLabs issued areport,
based on amultitude of different cable-related transmission tests, conducted in its own facility, that concluded:
"The VSB system showed aslight edge over the QAM
system in the low data rate (broadcast) mode and a
greater edge in the high data rate (cable) mode."3
During these tests, the 16-VSB modem performed better than 256-QAM modem at lower S/N ratios and in the
presence of phase noise, CSO and CTB. 256-QAM performed better in the presence of residual FM. Iam convinced that the industry must eventually gravitate toward
asingle optimum solution—one that provides value to our
subscribers through the optimization of bits/hertz
throughput, enhanced interoperability, and improved
quality of service at minimum incremental cost. CIED
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#1 IN SERVICE
Lectro Power Supply Products
are Designed to Meet the Needs
of the Cable Industry.
The Power of Lectro -Lectro offers awide range of
power supply products created to meet the demanding
requirements of cable installations. These products are the
most dependable you can buy and are backed by people
committed to quality and service.
The Power of Service -Our exceptional staff stands
behind every Lectro product. Dedicated service engineers
help customers assess system needs and determine the
source of problems if they occur. Customer service
representatives provide all of the latest product information
and help determine the best Lectro product for each
customer application. Repairs are done right at the factory
where each repaired unit is automatically upgraded to meet
the latest engineering specifications.
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If you're looking for atechnological
leader who is committed to providing
quality and service to the cable
industry.., look to Lectro.
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FIBER LINE

akin° the perfect
cabcondueneoilrs connection
By Markus Giebel,
Product Specialist,
Siecor Corporation

W

ith the United States moving toward anew information infrastructure, different types of traffic will be
transmitted over the telecommunication network,
including:
V Data

Headend
Node

Fiber
optic cable

Node

V Voice
V Video
V Teleconferencing
To distribute these signals, most cable television
companies are building hybrid fiber-coax (HFC) networks, where fiber is used from the headend to the
neighborhood. From there, acoaxial distribution cable
delivers the signal to the home. This architecture is
commonly referred to as fiber to the feeder (FIT).
The connection between fiber and copper is accomplished in aerial applications with areceiver node. The
node converts the optical signal into an electrical signal. Future application nodes will also be capable of
converting the digital optical signal into an analog electrical signal, and, additionally,
handling and converting the
upstream feedback from the
subscribers. Approximately
Node
80 percent of these networks
are aerial, which shows the
increasing importance of
nodes in future systems.
Every node needs at least
one input port (optical fiber
cable) and one output port
(coax cable). The connection
between the optical fiber
cable and the node is still one
point of concern. This article
focuses on emerging node
applications for optical fiber
cables and discusses different
cable-node connection
options.
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Network designers are
searching for anetwork solution capable of supporting the
information infrastructure of
today and tomorrow. How the
network is deployed depends
heavily on the existing structure, the area, the population
density, and the installation
cost. The current trend in
CATV network evolution is
the FTF architecture, where
every node serves between 80
and 500 homes. With this
type of system, typically two
to four optical fibers are
installed to support today's
bandwidth needs, and two to
four additional optical fibers
are stored inside the node for
future system upgrades. This
network architecture of a
hybrid fiber-coax based network is shown in Figure 1.

Introducing the cabinet
power system that generates
more than just voltage.
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AT&T's new Cabinet
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Power System
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power density leaves valuable room for new

on the problem-free reliability for which AT&T is
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known worldwide.

Our Cabinet Power System is no less adept at
saving you money Its virtual 1.0 power factor
correction results in lower utility costs. Its flexible,

•
AI&Cs space-saving C'ti incorporates amonitor and
control unit, distribution protection and five plug-in slots
which accommodate rectifiers, converters or ringing
generators in multiple omfigunitions all in asingle shelf.

AT&T's Cabinet Power System.
Power For Profit.

modular design means

For more about the Cabinet Power System that

easy installation and
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upgrades as demand

Systems at 1800 372-2447, ext. 927. Ask for our
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free "world of tomorrow" video, including exciting
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rectifiers, converters

and ringing generators help reduce labor costs.
And hot-insertion assures fast field service and
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Network node connection imperatives
There are many requirements for properly designing
the optical cable input port for nodes. In order to provide a20-plus year lifetime, the following issues
should be taken into consideration:
1. Pull-out

Figure 2
Closure
Fiber optic cable

Splice tray

Figure 3

Fiber optic cable

Figure 4

Fiber optic cable
Mee"

Pigtails

Figure 5
Epoxy stub
Fiber optic cable

Fibers, fanned out and
protected by 900 um tubes
An input port should withstand the same pull-out
forces as required for the input-output ports of closures.
Current industry standards state 100 pounds pull-out
resistance, which takes temperature changes, heavy
storms and ice loads of the aerial environment into consideration.
2. Water penetration

26

The cable assembly should prevent water penetration. Two different water penetration possibilities have
to be considered: outside water penetration and inside
water penetration. Outside water penetration occurs if
the outside cable sheath-node connection is not sealed
properly. The inside water penetration occurs with
damaged cable sheath
Node
and possible migration
of the water inside the
cable into the node.
Interconnect
3. Jacket shrinkage
sleeve
Jacket shrinkage is a
well-known effect,
3
where the cable sheath
moves relative to the
cable core. This movement is aresult of different expansion coefficients of the optical
Node
fiber cable components.
Anti-buckling elements
must be properly
secured to avoid potenO
tial damage to electronics and/or fibers.
Splice tray
4. Fiber protection
Handling bare fibers
is always aconcern,
especially if installations of different comNode
ponents (e.g. coax cable
installation) and/or
reconfigurations come
Interconnect
into the picture.
sleeve
Therefore, fiber protection is necessary in
C3
order to ensure longterm mechanical and
optical reliability.
5. Optical performance
The high sensitivity
Node
of CATV signal transmission to insertion loss
Interconnect
and reflection increases
sleeve
the importance of minimizing splice and connection points.
Connectors are required
to maintain the required
flexibility and inter-and
cross-connectivity of
today's networks. To
support the signal quality, the implementation of highperformance connectors, such as Ultra Physical Contact
(UPC) connectors, and the avoidance of additional
splice points should be taken into consideration.

Network-node connection
Many different solutions can be used for integrating
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The Homeworx family for linear
broadband AM fiber optic transport

Introdudng Homeworx Video".
A system so flexible that you can
actually increase network capacity
via plug-in modules, without
modifying your outside cable plant.
If Hybrid Fiber/Coax is your
future, add enhanced telephony
services to your network with ALS'
ISX series optical station -the
telecommunications industry's first
integrated video/telephony
distribution node. The ISX, in
conjunction with ADC's
Homeworx Access Platform

A

I

L

modules, offers more than
simple telephony, it provides
"demandwidth," a feature which
allows you to offer each customer
the amount of bandwidth they
desire.
What's more, our position as the
eighth largest telecommunications
manufactuter in the U.S. assures
that your network will confolm to
all telephony network standards
and operations support interfaces
including TCP/IP, TL1 and SNMP.
And as added insurance, all

Homeworx equipment is designed
to accommodate future upgrade
to 1GHz bandwidth.
•
•
•
Selecting the right network node
size is critical in providing demand
based services economically
today. Whether your future
expansion is to smaller and more
numerous fiber serving areas, to
increased bandwidth or both,
Homeworx protects your network
design. With Homeworx, the future
is real.

410%

AMERICAN LIGHTWAVE SYSTEMS, INC.

999 Research Parkway, Meriden, CT 06450 (203) 630-5770; FAX (203) 630-5701
Domestic and Internationat Sales Offices also in California, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Texas, Virginia,
Belgium, Canada, Japan, Korea, Singapore, United Kingdom, Venezuela.
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nodes into the system. One of the following approaches
is most commonly used:
1. Closure-Pigtail Option
A closure located at the node location terminates the
outdoor cable. For the connection between closure and
node, pigtails contained in aplastic tube are spliced
inside the closure and routed to the node. Interconnect
sleeves located in the node housing are used to accomplish the connection to the active equipment (see
Figure 2).
2. Splice Tray Option
The unstubbed outdoor cable is routed directly
inside the node and terminated with the use of asplice

interconnect sleeves inside the node housing (see
Figure 4).
4. Prestubbed Option
The outdoor cable end is factory prestubbed, fanned
out, and factory preconnectorized. The fibers are protected with 900 pm tubes, routed into the node and connected via interconnect sleeves inside the node. No
splicing is required (see Figure 5).

Analysis of connection options

The first option requires aclosure, splicing equipment and additional cable to integrate the node into the
network. This solution can be taken into consideration
if the node is located directly at adistribution
Table ICost comparison
point and aclosure is already in place. For disOption 4
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
tances over 60 feet, Options 2, 3, and 4are
preferred because they eliminate the need for
2
2
0.25
Labor hours used
3.5
an additional splice closure. The second option
for installation
routes the cable directly into the node and
Material used
Pigtails
Factory-installed
Closure,
Splice tray
hardwires the optical fibers to the electronics.
(see connectors)
furcation
interconnect
(inside the node)
This hardwiring option eliminates interconneccable
tivity and flexibility. Furthermore, it makes the
$100
$0
$105
$0
disconnection of the optical fiber cable impos#of Connectors
3
0
3
3
sible without destroying the connection (coax
cable installation and/or future upgrades can
3
3
0
#of Splices
3
require the disconnection of the optical fibers).
Option 3enters the node similar to Option
$340
$210.50
$537
$250
Total cost ($1
2, but instead of hardwiring the fibers to the
node, pigtails are spliced to the
Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages of different network-node connections
- fibers in order to regain fiber
management and upgrade
Option 4
Option 2
Option 3
Option 1
opportunities. The fourth
option eliminates the need for
According to
According to
According to
Available cable
-;.
60 feet
closure and splicing, in offering
good installation
good installation
good installation
length
practice
afactory preinstalled package,
practice
practice
including cable end terminaYes
No
Yes
Splicing
Yes
tion, fiber protection and connectorization.
Reconfiguration/
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Only Option 4does justice
troubleshooting
to water penetration (inside and
outside water penetration),
Strain relief
Depending on
Depending on
Depending on
150 pounds
jacket shrinkage, and optical
fitting and
fitting and
fitting and
plus strain
performance, by offering afacinstallation
relief from fitting
installation
installation
tory-stubbed, fanned out, and
Cable end sealing No
No
No
Yes
preconnectorized solution. The
cable is terminated with an
No
Cable shrinkage
No
Yes
Yes
epoxy stub, eliminating water
penetration, and avoiding damSplicing required No splicing required
Future up grate
Splicing required Splicing required
age to electronics and/or fibers
due to movements of the cable
$210.50
$340
Average cost
$537
$250
sheath. It further withstands a
,
per node
total
pull-out force of more
connection ($1
than 150 pounds additional to
the strain relief fitting mechanism.
tray. The 250 pm fibers of the outside plant cable are
spliced inside the node to 900 pm leads, which are
The fibers that are fed out inside the epoxy plug are
hardwired to the active equipment (see Figure 3).
protected by 900 pm tubes in order to provide acontin3. Pigtail Option
uous optical path to the node and to eliminate additional splice points. The factory preconnectorization further
The unstubbed outdoor cable is spliced to 900 pm
guarantees the optical connector performance required.
pigtails and routed inside the node. The connection
After discussing different network node connection
between active equipment and pigtails is achieved by
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imperatives and cable node connection options, an economical analysis can be used in order to compare the
cost effectiveness of the four different options.

Economical analysis
The following analysis gives an overview of the cost
for the node integration to the system, according to the
four scenarios described above. The cable connection
evaluated is asix-fiber outdoor cable, where only three
fibers are connected to the active equipment. The
remaining three fibers are for future upgrade only, and
are therefore neither spliced nor connectorized during
the initial installation.
This cost comparison is broken down into four parts:
labor, material, splice, and connector. Labor includes
preparation and installation of cable, node and/or closure, and was quoted at $65 per hour. Material takes
into account the additional hardware used to complete
the connection network node. For the splice cost determination, an average cost per splice of $40 was used,
not including rental or depreciation of the splice equipment. The connector plus connector installation was
priced at $30. Table 1shows the cost comparison,
based on the assumptions above.
The low-cost options are Options 2and 4. Only
Option 4guarantees the flexibility of an interconnect
system, which is necessary for the new information

infrastructure. Comparing Options 3and 4, which both
offer the required interconnectivity, leads to aprice difference of $129.50, in favor of Option 4.
Looking at the involved cost for future upgrades,
Options 1through 3require additional splicing in order
to integrate the spare fibers into the system. The node
has to be disconnected from the messenger and lowered
to the ground. Option 4offers the opportunity to apply
field-installable connectors to the already fanned-out
fibers. This installation can be done at the aerial mounting point, and is therefore atime-saving and low-cost
solution.

Providing a
continuous
path from the
distribution

Comparison
The information in Table 2compares the technical
and the economical aspects of all four options discussed above.
Providing acontinuous path from the distribution
point to the node seems to be the most cost-efficient
solution for current and future applications. System
reliability and quality increase with decreasing numbers
of splice points.
Prevention of water penetration, avoidance of damage due to jacket shrinkage, and fiber protection must
be considered. Therefore, the factory-installed
prestubbed cable, discussed at Option 4, offers the low
cost and the technically preferable solution. an)

point to the
node seems to
be the most
cost-efficient
solution.
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Cable
struggles to
build
an OSS
Transaction age
needs

support

By Roger Brown
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odate, much of the discussion surrounding the
construction of full service networks has focused merely on the components of the network—ATM switches,
SONET rings, digital set-tops—but completely ignored
the fundamental infrastructure that has yet to be
designed and implemented if these networks are ever
to realize their full potential.
The key to unlocking the ultimate promise of the
full service network—the ability to order what you want
when you want it—is the creation of an entire new generation of operational support systems that are flexible,
scalable and based on atruly interoperable platform.
These support systems, or OSSs, are completely foreign to most cable system operators, who have historically eschewed systems such as network status monitoring, chiefly because they were too costly and suffered from low reliability. But in the coming era, when
networks will be expected to carry voice, data and
video with greater than 99.999 percent reliability
across traditional franchise borders, such support
mechanisms are being deemed absolutely critical to
success in acompetitive environment.
As the cable network operations paradigm shifts
from one based on subscription video broadcast to the
masses to one characterized by transactions between
users, content providers and the network operator,

cable companies such as TeleCommunications Inc., Time Warner Cable,
Rogers Cablesystems and Jones Intercable
are discovering they have to re-think their
approach to OSS.
For one thing, they've discovered they
can't look to the telephony industry to provide aworkable solution. It turns out that
telcos are also faced with asimilar challenge, for although they have had OSSs in
place for years, these "legacy systems" consist of layers of proprietary software that
have been simply stacked upon one another
as new network devices and services were
brought on line. Today, it is not uncommon
for asingle regional Bell operating company to have thousands of OSSs and hundreds
of thousands of interfaces that had to be
custom written to bring new calling features
on line.
Telcos and cable companies should both
look to the datacom world and the SNMP
protocol standard to develop acommon network management system, says Randy
Hamilton, network management system
engineering manager at First Pacific
Networks, asupplier of telephony-overcoax systems.
FPN's network management product is
based on SNMP, the leading system support protocol in the world. Hamilton says
this is key because the standard supports open networks and complete interoperability.
Fortunately, leading MS0s, equipment manufacturers and software developers are beginning to focus on
the opportunity the cable industry has to start with an
almost-clean sheet of paper and not make the same
mistake the telcos have made over the years. If concepts such as movies on demand and Your Choice TV,
which will serve up amenu of TV programs any time a
viewer wants it, are to work, acommon messaging system must be shared by the set-top box, the network
provider, the switches, the server and the billing system.
Similarly, if operators want to increase reliability
and improve customer service, they need software systems that can monitor and talk to awide variety of
devices from amultiplicity of vendors. In the event of
failure, they need to be able to re-route traffic, perform
remote diagnostics and contact the nearest service technician with ease.
So far, pieces of this huge puzzle are beginning to
be designed and some are even being put into place.
But overall, the task isn't coordinated and some fear
that unless standards can be agreed upon quickly,
cable's competitive edge may be lost.
"I think generally that there's still an ignorance of
the issue," says John Anderson, VP of project engineering at Rogers Cablesystems. "I'm sensing that
there's apanic setting in on how to operate these new
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networks, because it's too late to implement management systems after the service is provisioned."
Anderson should know. It's taken him and his staff
in Toronto about five years to custom write just the
network management OSS-one that will eventually
monitor about 10,000 network elements such as fiber
nodes, amplifiers, headends and power supplies all
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Rogers Cablesystems' network management system
has broad capabilities to
monitor hardware components at a detailed level.

e

1/

across Ontario. While that system now allows users to
drill down deeply into the network to monitor its performance (see photo above), it's been adaunting task
because of the widely disparate pieces of hardware that
exist.
The next step is for Rogers to integrate that support
system with other management systems to allow full

interactivity. Although it's ahigh priority, Anderson
expects it to take between two and three more years to
finish the job. To help speed it along, he'd like to see
the NCTA, CableLabs or perhaps aconsortium of big
MSOs take the lead position, recommend some operating standards and push the technology forward.
"To continue (as it is now) with each vendor doing
it's own thing without any coordination is ludicrous,"
he says. "Unless we start setting the standards, the telcos will."
Scott Bachman, VP of operations technologies projects at CableLabs, says the R&D consortium is aware
of the need for such systems and is actively engaged in
disseminating information about them as well as trying
to define them. About ayear ago, CableLabs performed
aprivate OSS assessment study in which in-depth
interviews were conducted with member companies to
determine their needs. Since then, aseries of tutorials
and seminars have been held to further educate the
operators.

Throwing out the old ways
Jones Intercable is arguably on the cutting edge of
developing an OSS that covers customer support, network management and finance/administration. The
Denver-based MSO intends to build an infrastructure
around acentral "data warehouse" in which all the customer records will reside. This relational database will
allow other databases to be attached to it, allowing for
distributed computing. This is in stark contrast to the
cumbersome and complex telco model-in which databases are never shared-that results in the same customer record residifig in multitudes of databases.
Jones has the luxury of essentially starting from
scratch because it doesn't have an embedded network

What is OSS?

Operational support systems (OSS) and business support systems (BSS) are two fe/co industry buzzwords used to refer to the infrastructures that have been put

into place to monitor networks, provision new services, provide customer support and bill for services rendered.
According to Michael Pritz, director of business development for OSS at ANTEC, the CCITT has developed aset of standards, broken down as follows:
6/Configuration management -the ability to troubleshoot the network remotely, without having to send service personnel just to find out which network component
has failed.
Fault management -A close cousin to cable TV's status monitoring, this system allows the user to perform diagnostics remotely.
V Performance management -in order to anticipate problems before they actually occur, the network is able to collect statistics and develop trend lines related to
how the network is performing.
V Accounting management -the ability to create accurate billing statements for the amount of time the network was used.
V Security management -this system allows only authorized users to access the network.
•
Although these standards have been defined, Pritz says they are not well implemented here in the U.S. because most telephone companies have instead adopted
aset of protocols developed by Bellcore, the research and development organization for the RBOCs.
In the telephony industry, estimates are that between 15 percent and 20 percent of atelco's operating expenses are related to the purchase, maintenance and
development of OSS. That number may actually increase in the short-term because telcos are beginning to transition from their embedded systems to systems based
on distributed and object-oriented open computing methods.
Along the way, they're beginning to latch on to some standards, including:
V SNMP. Simple network management protocol was developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force to simplify multivendor management by defining amethod of
communication between the network management software application (client) and the SNMP code buried in the device (agent). It defines basic actions, sets of information and aprotocol to exchange information. Vocabulary comes from amanagement information based (Mg which consists of variables, or defined objects.
V CM/P. Common management intonation protocol. Originally designed for OSI networks by the International Standards Organization, CMIP is actually transport
independent. It is used to exchange network management information between management stations, but can also transport between an application and astation.
V CMOT. A modification that was made to CMIP to allows it to run over transmission control protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP) local area networks.
TBOS. Telemetry byte oriented serial protocol was designed to transmit network status information, alarms and control points between network elements and the
operating system software.
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High upon ahill in Washington, D.C. agroup

entered into the FLEETCON

of people are watching to see how successful cable

system directly from the billing system.

Then, with the touch of afinger, digital mapping technology and

companies will be at improving customer service.

cable specific algorithms enable FLEETCON' to assign

Meanwhile, cable companies are wondering just

technicians to more efficient service routes—saving valuable

how they're going to meet the guidelines set forth by

time and fuel casts.

the FCC and keep their companies operating at aprofit

Results include better time window compliance and an

At Arrowsmith Technologies, we've developed asystem
that can help meet the demands of both parties. It's called
FLEETCON'. A total workforce management system that
reduces operating costs while improving the productivity of your
system. Scheduled work orders and same-day service calls are

increase in the number of completed same-day
service calls. Which is sure to make agreat impression
on your customers. Not to mention the impact it could
have with that other important audience on the hill.
For more information on FLEETCON', call 800/454-3554.
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"We can't

management system and is looking at alternatives to
CableData, its present MIS/billing supplier, says Greg
Carlisle, VP of consulting services at Jones Interactive
Inc. In fact, more than ayear ago, the company put out
an RFP under non-disclosure for acustomer service
management system. Although one was selected for a
pilot test, in the end, however, Jones executives were
disappointed to discover there was no system that met
all their needs. Consequently, the company is looking
to partner with someone to perhaps build its own.
The issue of whether to use centralized or distributed
databases is apotential source of disagreement between
operators, according to Curt Bilby, VP and COO of
Arrowsmith Technologies, which presently offers a
workforce management and fleet tracking system.
Either way, interfaces will have to be written to integrate todays's technology into tomorrow's network.
Arrowsmith's existing Fleetcon system has already

afford not
to invest
in these
systems if
we want to
compete."

Figure 1 EDS six-node ATM network
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OS z2
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been designed to be an "information hub" consisting of
object-oriented software that ties together all backoffice functions, including billing, inventory control,
construction management, etc. "An executive information system is what we ultimately want to supply to the
cable industry," Bilby adds.
To fill in its missing network OSS, Jones sent out an
RFI for network management systems recently.
Twenty-three responses were received and since then
the company has winnowed the list to eight finalists,
says Chris Bowick, group VP of technology for Jones
Intercable. In the interim, Jones engineers are making
sure that the equipment vendors they purchase equipment from are aware of their overall strategy to make
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sure all the network elements will fit together.

The software integrator
While there appears to be alot happening within
certain aspects of management systems, there's ashortage of vision when it comes to integrating multiple
OSSs into asingle, common set of instructions. That's
where Probita, asmall Boulder, Colo.-based software
house, hopes to make its mark.
The company gained its familiarity with the cable
industry through TCI, for whom it developed transaction processing software when the giant MSO implemented addressability throughout all its systems.
Probita is now proposing anew software architecture,
called PROSE, that it says will ensure interoperability
between different technologies and enterprises.
The first step in implementing the architecture is an
operations gateway, or translator, to provide acommon
interface between networks, technologies and OSSs. This gateway is expected to be available by the end of this
year, while acomplete demo of the
PROSE system architecture, including
data structures and an initial set of
agents and elements, is due out this
autumn, says Bob Lund, technical director at Probita.
In the meantime, EDS hopes to take
advantage of its computer prowess by
Optical
helping telcos and cable companies proelements
vision new services quickly, without
sinking afortune into all-new hardware.
Through asuite of capabilities the
company is calling "Harmonic
Connections," EDS plans to develop a
system hub built around ATM and
RF
SONET standards that will integrate disparate systems yet allow portions of the
embedded systems to be leveraged. This
system will consist of six ATM nodes
Set-top
(see Figure 1) that will initially offer
video on demand and multipoint videoconferencing in order to show the power
the system has, says Jeff Dentier, VP of
strategic alliances at EDS.
"We intend to show how to take current OSSs and generate new services in days and weeks
instead of months and years," Dentler says.
The system will feature dynamic service provisioning, real-time views of network resource utilization,
network surveillance and dynamic service restoration.
Regardless of how it all shakes out, even the most
optimistic forecast for the development of OSS is three
to five years, because of the issues that have to be overcome and standards that must be settled. And, of
course, these systems cost money, ascarce commodity
now that the cable industry has been saddled with a17
percent rate rollback. "But we can't afford not to invest
in these systems if we hope to compete in the future,"
concludes Bowick. CND
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Microware, which produces operating software akin to what MS-DOS
is to PCs, except that its products target the set-top box. Already, the
company, founded by computer junkie and ex-college professor
Kenneth Kaplan, has inked deals with set-top manufacturers including
Philips, IBM, Eurodec, Goldstar, 12M, Zenith Electronics, Samsung,
ICTV, Compression Labs, Kyocera, Divicom and Adaptive
Microware. On the video server side, Microware is working with
DEC, N-Cube and IBM.
Microware's DAVID (for digital audio/video interactive decoder)
software works by providing real-time, multitasking housekeeping for
all of the data and applications streaming in and out of future set-tops,
says Kaplan.
MPEG
video and
"Basically, DAVID consists of an operating system and set of proaudio
tocols that allow interoperable connections between various set-top
decoders
boxes and servers, over various types of networks," including telco,
cable and wireless, says Kaplan, Microware's president.
The real-time and multitasking aspects of the software are important,
says Kaplan, because digital set-tops will have to manage so
Graphics
much disparate information. "The set-top will be managing broadband
overlay
processor
communication channels and accepting user input from the remote
and
control, all the while it is running an application program and decodinfrared
ing audio and video, and running agraphics display—all at the same
remote
time," explains Kaplan.
Microware's primary interest its to provide software for TV set-tops
and headend decoding devices, says Kaplan. Secondarily, it hopes to
"facilitate the development of large-scale video services" which provide data and command streams to
1subscribers' homes. To that end,
Scope
Deadline
Microware is developing aset of
Develop set-back decoder
August 94
protocols and alayer of communiinterface standard;
cations software to link the video
cable ready receiver
servers with the set-top, indepenspecs; 3rd party
dent of the server's own operating
module interface
system and related system software.
Develop protocols to
Draft Nov. 94
Kaplan says he sees mixed levels
support various MPEG
Committee
of interest in digital set-top stanbit-stream applications in
draft Jul. 95
dards, largely depending on the
network enviornments
specific agendas of the companies
Internatiánal specs for open
4094 or 101 involved. "Manufacturers (of setinterfaces and protocols for
tops) are either very for it or grudginteroperable digital AN
ingly for it," says Kaplan. "Content
applications and services.
providers are typically all for it,
because they don't want to have to
Facilitate interoperability
Jan. 95
between set-tops and servers;
supply 15 different types of prodevelop set-top interface
grams."
specs
On the cable operating side, the
outlook is equally muddy, says
Define features and
1095
Ciciora. Referencing aNational
interconnections required
Show general session where apanfor open digital interactive
elist suggested cable operators
set-top box
strongarm vendors into developing
interoperability standards, Ciciora
Open interactive standards
for digital set-tops
counters: "I saw that as arather
astounding statement, to which Ido
Telecom based Interactive
not agree. To say that operators
Services: AudioNideo/Data
should strongarm vendors into
Interface and
standards development is naive.
interoperability standards
Cable
operators, for the most part,
,
, don't even know yet what they
,
.z.I
want." CIED
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•
One button automated measurements:
Differential Gain and Phase
Chroma to Luma Delay
On-channel Frequency Response
•

Percent Modulation
Direct digital readout of all measurements —
no calculations or interpretations —from the only
digitally automated full function Waveform

•

Monitor/VectorscoPe.
VITS mode generator, allowing testing on active

•

channels without service interruption.
Exclusive simultaneous generation of two test

To learn more about this exciting
revolution in cable video signal
analyzing, call Jack at
1-800-SENCORE, ext 363.

signals to allow complete testing with one setup
•

and test procedure.
Easy and accurate FCC required tests with
minimum training and capital expense.
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Figure 1
1. Dedicated Service Termination

2. Multi-Service Termination (wall box)

bandwidth should operators invest in today:
500 MHz? 750 MHz?
To find the answers, we analyzed an existing cable network. Our goals were twofold: to
upgrade the system in order to provide aplatform for new revenue; and to decrease operation and maintenance costs. Against the backdrop of several emerging industry trends, we
analyzed the effect on network cost of two different network architectures, level of fiber
penetration, and provision of Digicast (e.g.
Staggercast), video on demand, telephony and
data.

Industry trends

Service
interlace
unit

In the early phases of advanced service roll-out, aDST architecture
may be sufficient, but as service penetration increases, incremental
deployment of wall boxes and the transition to an MST architecture
becomes most cost-effective, as the wall box centralizes common functions.

Laying the foundation
for advanced
services
customers reut
en a
u
d
e
d
s

By Dilpreet Jammu, Strategic
Infrastructure Development, and Jim
McEachern, Senior Manager, Access
Evolution, Bell Northern Research

With all the hype about the information

superhighway—including the prospect of a
500-channel network and infinite video on
demand (VOD)—cable operators are pondering investment strategies and deployment
schedules for advanced services. With recent
rate re-regulation, predicting future subscriber
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needs while keeping an eye on the bottom line
has made the decision anything but simple.
Some of the most vexing questions are:
Which advanced services are the most likely
to pay off now and in the long term? What
will be the relative network impact of YOD,
telephony and data? How will the work-athome market affect the network? Should operators invest in multi-service termination
(MST) or dedicated service termination
(DST)? Is "dark" fiber (dormant fiber installed
for future use) cost-effective? How much

As cable operators prepare to deploy
advanced services over their coaxial networks,
five key trends have emerged: volume fiber
deployment, increased connectivity through
headend consolidation, capacity expansion to
200 to 500 channels, near-term open competition for both video and telephony services,
and an increase in transactional and interactive
services.
The CATV industry already is deploying
fiber in volume for existing video entertainment services. Typical systems have dedicated
fiber to about 500 homes and 750 MHz of
spectrum (about 120 channels). In many cases,
those systems are upgrades of much older systems with as little as 300 MHz of bandwidth
and no fiber.
Historically, each CATV headend has been
an independent entity. Over the past decade,
with the introduction of fiber and digital video
transport, cable operators have begun to establish fiber links between "master" headends
and remotes. Since new services are consolidated on the master headend, rather than being
duplicated throughout the network, reliability
is increased and costs are reduced.
For the past two decades, capacity has been
consumed as soon as it has become available
at attractive rates. Most CATV systems have
little unused channel capacity, and there is a
long list of channels waiting to be carried
when capacity becomes available. That trend
will continue. By the year 2000, typical
CATV systems will have acapacity of 200 to
500 channels.
Within afew years, we expect there will be
full and open competition for both video and
telephony services. The products to support
that competition, by providing telephony over
coax, are expected to be commercially available in 1995.
An increase in transactional and interactive
services will change the character of the traditional, broadcast-oriented CATV network.
While the key parameter for broadcast ser-
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ONLY
SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA
TAKES YOU
FROM THIS...

Hybrid Fiber/Coax Session-based ATM. Switched digital networks. Sonet
Rings and FSA. Sounds pretty confusing —and all you wanted was to
offer your customers the latest in entertainment services.
Fortunately, Scientific-Atlanta can take the confusion out of broadband architectures, whether you're upgrading your network or
designing anew one.
That's because Scientific-Atlanta provides complete system
solutions—from headend to home terminal, and everything
in between. What's more, we've got an integrated analog-to-digital
migration path to take you there, seamlessly and effortlessly.
So what does this mean to your subscribers? Plenty.
Scientific-Atlanta is delivering real-world, interactive TV—
today. Our 8600x - Home Communications Terminal provides
the industry's first near Movies-on-Demand capability...
expanded PPV...electronic programming guides —
all ofwhich enhance the viewing experience while
providing new sources ofrevenue.
Suddenly, the solution appears rather simple.
Call Scientific-Atlanta at 800-722-2009 or
404-903-6306 today.

Scientific
Atlanta

8600 Is atrademark of Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.
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tralizes common functions such as bandwidth
assignment, and common hardware, such as
telephone line cards, thus simplifying network
management and service evolution.
Where service penetration for interactive
services is low, DST architecture has acost
advantage over MST, because it limits investment to devices subscribing to the service. As
penetration increases, MST architecture potentially can save between 10 percent and 25 percent over DST because functionality—in the
form of data cards, line cards, equipment housing, and public network access software—is
not duplicated at each device. Upstream bandwidth management—in particular, isolation of
upstream noise—becomes simpler and less
expensive with MST architecture.
To identify the impact of advanced services,
we selected one transactional service
(Digicast) and three interactive services (video
on demand, telephony and data). We assumed
the primary Digicast service would be movies,
with amonthly demand of 20 titles, available
from acentral source already digitized and
compressed at 3Mbps with 20-minute start
times. They were placed above 450 MHz
using arepresentative digital over analog

scheme similar to QAM and VSB. Only subscribers requesting Digicast service were provided with set-top boxes. We found that
adding Digicast to the basic 750 MHz network
approximately doubled the total network cost.
To go beyond Digicast services and provide
interactive services such as video on demand,
telephony and data, requires an investment of
three to three and ahalf times basic Digicast
over a750 MHz network with DST architecture. Some of the incremental cost is due to
duplicate functionality on each DST device, as
noted above; some is due to reduced bandwidth sharing, as VOD subscribers can tie up a
channel for extended periods of time.
VOD service requires adedicated, highbandwidth channel, upstream capability for
control signaling and alarge selection of content. We assumed alibrary of 2,000 titles
would provide sufficient critical mass to justify VOD introduction. As the set-top box
already has been deployed for Digicast services, we assumed that the same digital
scheme would be used for VOD delivery. The
major incremental costs for this service were
the file server and the dedicated subscriber
channel. To ensure adequate service delivery
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RMS 1GHz
RMS Electronics adds 1Gliz in-house splitters and directional
couplers to their "full spectrum" of CATV equipment. These new
products will extend the bandwidth of cable systems, making
more channels available to the consumer.
Build your system for the future, with high quality
and reliability from RMS Electronics.

41-51 Hartz Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094

RMS

(201) 601-9191
(800) 223-8312
FAX: (201) 601-0011

ELECTRONES, INC.
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and minimize costs, we provisioned 50 digital
channels per 500 homes, to allow 40 percent
of digital subscribers to simultaneously receive
non-blocking service.
Telephony-based services, though low in
bandwidth, require 64 Kbps upstream bandwidth plus aswitched infrastructure and interfaces to the public telephony network. As with
the file server, we spread the switch core and
software costs over alarge pool of subscribers.
The cable network already has significant
bandwidth; hence the incremental cost of
delivering telephony services are the switch,
switch interfaces, and the coaxial telephone
equipment on the subscriber premises.
In analyzing the incremental cost of providing data services, we assumed that no more
than 10 percent of homes would simultaneously require data connectivity, and that a2Mbps
bit rate would satisfy the average user well
into 1997.
When we looked at the incremental
installed first cost for interactive services, we
found that implementing data on acoaxial network may be less costly than either VOD (80
percent less) or telephony (30 percent less).

Conclusion
The decision of which advanced services to
consider will depend on the regulatory and
competitive climate, but the economics suggest that Digicast and data services may provide the highest initial and near-term revenue
potential. Telephony and VOD will require
additional network infrastructure investments,
and additional revenues to finance the
upgrade.
In analyzing atypical North American network, we found that a750 MHz system will
be asufficient platform for most applications.
To address the issue of segmentation, we
found that afiber-rich architecture with afiber
node serving 500 homes plus sufficient dark
fiber to extend to 100 homes is more cost
effective than deploying fiber nodes to 100
homes. Such anetwork will allow rapid
deployment of high-potential Digicast and data
services.
In the early phases of advanced service rollout, aDST architecture should be sufficient,
but as service penetration increases, incremental deployment of wallboxes and the transition
to an MST architecture becomes most costeffective.
While there is no "magic formula" for
deploying advanced services, we believe our
case study has identified the key elements,
allowing cable operators to plan with confidence
investment strategies and deployment schedules
that will take them to the 21st century. CIED

Fiber optic cable products can either launch your communications business into orbit. Or burn up profits with

results in total customer satisfaction. We turn every
resource we have into quality fiber optic cable products

service interruptions or system failures.
It depends on the technology behind the product.
Pirelli cable technology isn't bound by
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Plus, with Pirelli's ISO 9001 Registration, you're
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CED is proud to be one of the sponsors of the Fotec Fiber Optic Conference. This hands-on
training conference, just for fiber optics, is being held July 25-28 at the Sheraton Hotel in
Long Beach, California. Call 1-800-50-FIBER to register This July Fiber Optic Callbook will
be on-hand for all conference attendees.
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CALL 704/324-2200
WATS 800/982-1708
FAX 704/328-3400

Quality manufacturer of coaxial drop cable and fiber optic trunk cable.
Drop cable products include Series 6,7, 11 and 59 in aerial, buried
and indoor designs with UL/NEC ratings. Fiber optic trunk cable available in multi-fiber per tube design in armored and all dielectric versions. Other products include headend, plenum, riser and audio
cables.

Comm/Scope is the world's largest manufacturer of high quality coaxial cables and major manufacturer of fiber optic cables. Comm/Scope's
complete line of cable products include patented Quantum ReachTm
and Parameter lllTM trunk and distribution cables and Optical ReachTM
fiber optic cables, as well as hundreds of versions of drop cables for
all applications including headend cables.
1375 Lenoir-Rhyne Blvd., Box 1729, Hickory, NC 28602
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Cable Services Company Inc.

Call 800/326-9444
FAX 717/322-5373

CABLE SERVICES CO ., INC .
Full service fiber optic and coaxial turnkey construction, built to order.
Services include strand walking, manual and CAD design, equipment
supply, fiber and coaxial splicing, aerial and underground construction
and full engineering services.
2113 Marydale Ave., Williamsport, PA 17701

Cable Services Company Inc

CABLE SERVICES CO ., INC .
A full service stocking distributor of all major manufacturers. Full line of
fiber optic and coaxial products servicing the CATV industry.
2113 Marydale Ave., Williamsport, PA 17701
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Enclosures

1000RE
Your Link with Fiberoptics
CALL FOR PRI CING AND DELIVERY INFORMATION
Cable • Cable Assemblies • Connectors • Couplers • Distribution
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Multimedia Outlets • Spikes • Splice Trays • Supplies
Test Equipment • Tools • Tool Kits
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714/871-3344
Northeast
201/515-9200
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Moore Diversified Products, Inc., aprecision metal manufacturer of
CATV security enclosures for over 9years, introduces aseries of
products designed for fiber optic installation. The product line includes
underground vaults, aerial fiber storage racks, overlash rollers, and
electronic cabinets. Moore features acomplete line of fiber distribution
systems, fiber termination and splicing hardware, premise distribution
systems, and racks and cabinets.
1441 Sunshine Lane, Lexington, KY 40505
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ALC Telecommunications Group
ALC TELECOMMUNICATIONS GROUP
The leading producer of diode-pumped, solid-state laser products for
the fiber optic communications industry. ALC's microlasers are used in
high-power-budget, externally modulated CAN applications,
operating at 1.3 pm or 1.5 pm with output power to 175 mW. ALC's
fiber amplifier features 24 dBm output power and 50 dB gain.
1251 Frontenac Rd., Naperville, IL 60563

ANTEC is an international technology integration company specializing
in the design, engineering, manufacturing, materials management and
distribution of products for both fiber and coaxial broadband networks.
2850 W. Golf Rd., Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
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ELECTRONICS INC

C-COR ELECTRONICS, INC.
C-COR offers digital and AM fiber optics, RF amplifiers, status monitoring, modems, passives, and power supplies. Services include systems
design, field engineering, technical training, equipment repair, 48-hour
emergency repair service and 24-hour hotline.
60 Decibel Rd., State College, PA 16801
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CALL 315/682-9105
FAX 315/682-9006

Philips Broadband Networks, Inc. aleader in the design, manufacture, and
supply of afull fine of broadband distribution equipment and systems, offers
an array of fiber optic products that allow for the delivery of two-way interactive
video, voice and data. These include: Philips Diamond Line" AM fiber optic
DFB transmitters, return transmitters, receivers and return receivers; Diamond
HubTM optical mainstations; Diamond PointTM compact optical receivers; FM
transmitters, repeaters, modulators, demodulators, and receivers, and
Spectrum 2000Tm network amplifiersTM for fiber optic applications.
100 Fairgrounds Dr., Manlius, NY 13104
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Interactive TV, data, distance learning and ATM services-each
will put unique bandwidth demands on your evolving network.
Fortunately, S/DMS TransportNode's highly flexible SONET architecture is
designed for your future. For more information on how our SONET solutions
can help put your network in shape, call 1-800-NORTHERN.
Northern Telecom. Discovering and delivering the best solutions
in voice, video & data communications systems worldwide.
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NCTA C OVERAGE

Future set-tops
begin
to take shape
Sides chosen during
Cable '94 show

Major agreements announced
during the 1994 NCTA Show
•General Instrument licenses Microsoft
operating software for future set-tops
•Zenith, Philips and CLI form set-top consortium,
license DAVID operating system from Microware
•Hewlett-Packard licenses Dig/Cipher Il
technology from General Instrument for set-tops
•Comcast and TCI commit to
purchase H-P digital set-tops
•Scientific-Atlanta. IBM and Apple form task
force to develop multimedia operating system
for future set-tops
•Rogers Cablesystems licenses Microsoft's
media server software for interactivity in Canada
54

S
till smarting from actions taken by the

Federal Communications Commission they
consider punitive, cable operators nevertheless
flocked to New Orleans in May to see the latest technology and potential new programmers
gathered for the largest National Cable Show
on record. The crowd of about 25,000
exhibitors, cable operators and telephone company representatives were treated to an upbeat
environment that seemed incongruous with the
recent rate rollbacks approved by the FCC.
Although some may wonder how an industry that has been slapped with a17 percent
reduction in revenue over the past year could
possibly afford to upgrade plant and build
advanced networks, vendors reported high
attendance and interest in new products—especially those that enable cable networks to offer
new, unregulated services.
But perhaps the real story of this show were
the deals that were struck. This "choosing up
sides" for the impending battle to build full
service networks made significant progress on
several fronts: between vendors and between
vendors and operators.
For example, on the set-top front, Zenith
Electronics, General Instrument and
Scientific-Atlanta all had significant
announcements about operating systems for
future generations of product.
GI announced it has licensed Microsoft
Corp.'s first-generation operating system software for set-top terminals, the initial step in
what the companies described as abroadened
relationship. Other co-developments include
GI plans to incorporate Microsoft's Tiger
Windows NT Advanced Server continuous
media server software technology into its
products, and, in the longer term, GI and
Microsoft will work together on broadband
distributed network architecture solutions
based on ATM (asynchronous transfer mode)
transport.
GI also inked an agreement with Puma
Technology to develop wireless access software for the LinX module to its next-generation set-tops. LinX, based on Intel's X86
microprocessor and Microsoft's operating system, is being developed as agateway device
for multimedia applications and providers.
Puma will develop awireless "data transfer
engine" to interface LinX to mobile computing
products, including personal digital assistants,
computer peripherals and other devices. The
software will support wireless network access
and navigation simultaneous with TV viewing,
data transfer between mobile computers and
LinX networks, and the use of mobile computers as wireless input/output devices. Puma will
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WeWere First Inihe IndustryTo Go DownlheTubes.

Loose tube cable, that is. And the advantages of oui innovation are so great, it's become the preferred fiber optic cable in
the cable TV industry As aresult, other manufacturers have
attempted to imitate it. But through the years, no one has offered abetter loose tube cable or developed its potential more
fully than Siecor, the leading fiber optic cable manufacturer.
Today our cable meets the exacting performance specifications that make it ideal for use in your cable TV system. Its craft-friendly design is perfectly suited for fiber to
the feeder applications. It offers superior lightning protection, and our dual layer buffer tubes provide superior kink
and crush resistance. Our single-mode cable is always made
with Coming fiber, offering the tightest dimensional tolerances in the industry meaning lower splice and interconnect

losses. And our innovative tapered design option can save considerable splicing time and system cost during installation.
On top of these advantages, you get more than the best
quality cable when you come to Siecor. You get support
that's recognized industry-wide. You get the backing of our
first-rate R&D as well as the largest optical cable manufacturing plant, providing ample capacity for timely response.
And you can always count on us to be here with the service and products you need including hardware ;splice
equipment, training and consultation.
So come to the company that was first to make loose
tube cable and that still makes
the best there is. Call us at
800 SIECOR 4Ext. 5998.
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NCTA C OVERAGE
offer the software at retail for the computer
industry; GI will bundle the software into all its
LinX multimedia platforms.
Meanwhile, Zenith, Philips Consumer
Electronics and Compression Labs solidified
an agreement between those three companies
that will result in the development and manufacture of the "Media Access" brand of settops by all three companies. These digital
units, which will also deliver NTSC signals,
will feature MPEG-2 compliant compression
and I6-VSB transport. Additionally, the units
will be driven by Microware Systems Corp.'s
"DAVID" operating system.
Microware officials describe DAVID as a
common operating system environment for
interactive TV decoders, that can run on
68XXX, X86 and PowerPC microprocessors.
It supports both network and local interactive
applications as well as graphics and user interfaces.
Manufacturers including Philips, Zenith,
CLI, IBM and ICTV are currently building
DAVID-based decoder products that will be
used in trials and network deployments this
year, Microware officials said.
Finally, S-A, IBM and Apple announced
that the three firms will form atechnical and
business team aimed at creating an open architecture operating system for digital multimedia
set-tops. The goal is to build scalable and
interoperable interactive television interfaces
based on existing technologies from all three
companies, including the ScriptX operating
language developed by Kaleida, the
IBM/Apple joint venture company.
Also in the set-top arena, Hewlett-Packard
cemented its place as amanufacturer to be
reckoned with by garnering two more purchase
agreements from large MS0s. Comcast Corp.,
the nation's fourth largest MSO, has agreed to
purchase an unspecified amount of "smart"
interactive, digital set-tops from HewlettPackard as they become available. "We chose
HP because of their leadership and knowledge
in digital communications as well as their
proven ability to deliver," said Thomas Baxter,
president of Comcast Cable Communications.
In aseparate announcement, TCI has significantly increased its order with H-P for digital
set-tops, from the 100,000 units the MSO
committed to purchase during last year's
Western Cable Show, to 500,000 units. The
analog-compatible set-tops will be installed in
existing TCI systems.
H-P also said it has obtained alicense from
General Instrument Corp. to incorporate
DigiCipher II into the set-tops it's building for
the industry. The H-P set-tops also will
employ an analog descrambling technology
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designed by Antec subsidiary ESP; a64-QAM
(quadrature amplitude modulation) tuning
technology from Broadcom, and Dolby Labs'
multichannel audio system, Dolby AC-3.
Finally, Contec will have primary in-warranty repair responsibility for GI set-top terminals, Contec officials announced. The agreement stems from Contec's successful completion of apilot program for in-warranty repair
launched last year, said Contec officials. GI
will now shift alarger segment of its repair
activities from its Matamoros, Mexico repair
facility to Contec's U.S.-based facilities.

Rogers prepares to go interactive

The operators, while many were in New
Orleans to kick the tires on new technology,
also brought along their checkbooks. For
example, Rogers Cablesystems announced it
will bring interactive services, including entertainment, communications and information
services, to its Canadian subscribers through a
licensing agreement with Microsoft for the
"Tiger" continuous-media server software.
In the agreement, Rogers will license the
software to provide its Canadian customers
with afully interactive broadband network by
deploying the system in cable headends and
in-home receivers.
"This is an important development for
Canada," said Colin D. Watson, president and
chief executive officer of Rogers Cablesystems
Limited. "This relationship with Microsoft
helps ensure the Canadian cable industry will
have early access to the world's most
advanced technology for broadband services to
the home."
Rogers will also participate in early tests of
the Tiger software, company officials said, to
gain afirst-hand understanding of the technology. Applications on the Rogers network will
likely include education, directory services,
home shopping and government applications,
in addition to entertainment.
In other contract news, Suburban
Cablevision has chosen American Lightwave
Systems to supply digital fiber optic hardware
for abackbone network the MSO is building
for its New Jersey properties. The backbone
will replace one headend with two digital
hubs. The ALS digital system is atransmission
system that transports uncompressed video at
2.4 gigabits per second.
Also, Time Warner Cable has selected
Philips Broadband Networks to supply more
than 1,800 miles of 750 MHz RF distribution
equipment for the system upgrade planned for
Charlotte, N.C. The $4.7 million contract calls
for Philips to supply trunk amps and line
extenders for the two-way interactive network,

which was scheduled to begin construction this
month. General Instrument was chosen to supply its Cableoptics equipment to the upgrade,
which will result in the system being partitioned into nodes serving about 500 homes
each.
And Media General will buy ANTEC's
Gateway Optical Receiver, abi-directional,
fully redundant-capable receiver platform
designed to accommodate interactive voice,
video and data transmission capabilities.
Mike Shafer, product manager for
ANTEC's broadband transmission products,
said Media General will use the gateway in the
first phase of its plan to deploy network redundancy and bi-directional interactivity.
Finally, Channelmatic and AT&T Taiwan
Telecommunications will distribute
Channelmatic's automation equipment to cable
TV operators in Taiwan, under ajoint venture
agreement. AT&T Taiwan
Telecommunications Co. Ltd. is ajoint venture
company between AT&T and other Taiwanese
partners which manufactures, markets, sells
and services telecommunications products in
Taiwan.
In aseparate announcement, Channelmatic
will develop digital audio/video automation
products using Silicon Graphics's Challenge
media servers. Product offerings including
MPEG-based digital audio/video playback systems in scalable sizes from afew channels to
"hundreds of channels" will be available
toward the end of the year, Channelmatic officials said.
Initial applications in the
Channelmatic/Silicon Graphics announcement
include advertising insertion, movie playback
and video on demand, and will include both
existing and proprietary hardware and software. Integration of other components, such as
MPEG decoder boards supplied by ScientificAtlanta, will also embody Channelmatic's
expanding product family.
Riding high on an unprecedented level of
business success, several cable equipment suppliers announced significant manufacturing
plant expansions. C-COR Electronics has broken ground on anew, 80,000-square-foot plant
that will be located adjacent to the company's
present location in State College, Pa. GI and
S-A both also announced significant plant
expansions during the show that will result in
adoubling of capacity for those companies.
Sensing that the time is now right to form a
new national distributor, Cable TV Supply has
formed alimited partnership with global trading conglomerate Itochu International to create
afull-line distribution company that will supply equipment and material to cable television
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General Instrument DigiCipher DSR-1500-5.
The IRDs will be sent to your systems that carry
the Television Food Network
Our analog feed is on Galaxy 1-R, Transponder 4.
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all systems carrying TVFN by July 15, 1994.
Testing will begin at the end of June.
For Technical information,
call Paul Dujardin, Triumph Communications, (212) 808-3074.
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call Warren Garner, (212) 398-8836.
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NCTA C OVERAGE
information superhighway. It's more like adirt
path."

Power supplies

modular voice interface unit to its cable telephone system, company officials said. The
unit, dubbed the VIU-1B, can be located inside
the home or business and includes afour-hour
battery backup option. It is microprocessorbased and serves as the cable telephone system's intelligent link between asubscriber's
telephone and the coaxial cable drop. A multiple line version of the internal voice interface
unit will be announced next year, FPN officials said, as will off-premise and networkpowered versions.
Other news related to telecom came from
Hewlett-Packard, which is developing an intelligent peripheral platform for telecommunications service providers. The platform was
designed to facilitate voice interaction deployment, announcement playing, speech recognition, text-to-speech recognition and fax store
and forward.
The HP intelligent peripheral platform,
based on the company's Unix-based system
computers, supports multiple open application
programming interfaces (APIs), including SS7, network management, and avoice API. The
system is made up of two components: a
voice-processing front-end and an application
server.
The front-end manages the interface to the
network and performs the voice processing.
Scalable, the voice processor ranges from 24
ports up to "thousands of ports," said HP officials.
It can contain T-I/E-1, voice recording and
playback, dual tone multifrequency (DTMF)

recognition and regeneration, speaker-independent speech recognition, text-to-speech and fax
store-and-forward modules.
Also at the show, Philips Broadband introduced its Broadband Communications
Gateway, asystem which transmits telephone
and data services to individual subscribers
over ahybrid fiber/coax network. The system
interfaces to the telephone company's central
office switch and adapts the communications
for transmission to the end user.
On the datacom side of the world, Zenith
showed its line of high-speed modems, as did
Intel via the GI booth. And there was good
news for subscribers who own PCs and live
within the service area of certain Media
General, Cox Cable, Viacom and Comcast
cable systems. They will be able to hook their
PCs to the cable network and access new interactive Prodigy Services Co. products at speeds
50 to 1,000 times faster than their existing
9600 baud telephone modem connections.
The cable-based services feature almost
simultaneous delivery of photographic and text
information, said Scott Kurnit, executive vice
president of consumer products, marketing and
development for Prodigy. Other enhancements
include integrated sound which delivers voice,
music and sound effects within half asecond
of akeyboard request.
At an educational session, Kurnit lamented
the slow data transmission speeds associated
with the telephone industry's copper twisted
pair last mile. "The bottleneck is the local
telco," Kurnit said. "It's not an exit off the
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Riser-Bond's 1205T time domain reflectometer

Alpha Technologies debuted anew broadband network power node, the BNPN, which
powers telecommunications applications via a
fully enclosed and multi-redundant unit. The
BNPN provides uninterrupted AC, DC or combined AC/DC output with battery backup for
short power outages or disturbances. An environmentally controlled battery compartment
ensures maximum battery life and performance, Alpha officials said.
The company also unveiled its new status
monitoring system, which collects power supply diagnostic information through ahandheld, infrared retrieval unit. With the unit,
technicians can verify correct power supply
operation and anticipate potential problems by
checking multiple test points on the power
supply. The information collection part of the
system displays test information via an LED.
Fully electronic recording replaces manual
logging forms.
Also new from Alpha is a60VAC/48VDC
power multiplexor, designed to accommodate
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both cable and telephony powering needs.
Dubbed the Power MUX, the power supply
facilitates remote powering of 48 VDC telephony equipment from cable networks and also
conditions 60 VAC power from acable trunk
line to provide a48 VDC, 4amp output. For
reliability, the multiplexor includes redundant
AC input to ensure the integrity of the DC
power furnished to the telephony equipment.
Also, the multiplexor provides AC input and
DC output status information, which can be
cabled into aremote status monitoring system.

Test equipment
New from Sencore is its new VITS inserter
designed for cable operators to complete FCCmandated cable television headend video testing. With the new Sencore inserter, operators
can insert two test signals for testing proof-ofperformance measurements on active channels,
without service interruption to customers.
Specifically, the unit enables composite and
multiburst signal tests. Any of 12 test signals
can be selected for VITS or full field operation, including differental gain and phase tests,
percent modulation, S/N and hum.
Riser-Bond Instruments unveiled anew
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compact, dual line time domain reflectometer
designed specifically for cable TV. The Model
1205T features an "Autosearch" mode at startup that places awaveform from the beginning
of the cable up to the first fault. The unit also
features waveform data storage and comparison software that provides both on- and offscreen storage as well as aRS-232 serial output that allows waveforms to be be downloaded to aPC.

Fiber optics
C-COR Electronics has announced it will
design and manufacture its own line of optoelectronic components at its State College, Pa.
headquarters, the company announced in New
Orleans. Until recently, C-COR had an agreement with American Lightwave Systems to
distribute the latter company's line of fiber
components into the industry. The new line of
gear, dubbed LinkNet, will feature laser diodes
manufactured by Ortel Corp.
Speaking of Ortel, the company introduced
two new DFB laser subassemblies designed to
transmit combined AM and digitally compressed signals on the same laser. The AM
signals are to be transmitted up to 550 MHz
and digital signals are transmitted between 550
MHz and 750 MHz.
IPITEK announced an enhancement to its
IMTRAN digital fiber optic transmission system, in that users can now add up to 20 highspeed RS-449 data channels per fiber. The system already includes avariety of modules
including video, audio, RS-232, T-1/E-1 and
composite IF, which can be mixed and
matched within a3RU IMTRAN frame. With
the enhancement, each RS-449 module can
multiplex up to two channels, with room for
up to 10 modules per frame. Distances cover
more than 40 miles over singlemode fiber, and
up to 2km over multimode fiber, IPITEK officials say.
The IMTRAN system was designed to solve
difficult network problems to create afiber
digital video ring network, which is capable of
dropping and inserting signals at any site.
Applications for the system include broadcast
video, studio distribution, live video origination, distance learning, secure communications, and cable television headend or
microwave replacement.
Alcoa Fujikura introduced a68-fiber OPTOW cable, particularly applicable for high
density traffic networks such as the alternate
access loops around metropolitan areas, company officials said. What makes it suitable for
metropolitan loops is its high-frequency, wide
bandwidth fiber optic waveguides, suitable for
voice, data and image communication—
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including high definition television signals.
Photon Systems Corp. has developed anewi
single channel digital transmission system,
designed to deliver high-quality video and
audio signals over singlemode optical fiber.
Applications suited for the point-to-point or
point-to-multipoint transmission include linking astudio to aheadend, asporting event to a
broadcast center, aheadend to ahub or acontrol room to atransmitter system.
The system transmits one baseband video
and two audio signals up to 50 km, using digital filtering techniques to exceed RS-250C
short-haul video performance specifications
and delivers CD-quality sound, Photon
Systems officials said. The system comes in
rack mounted and portable units.
New from Augat is its ET (Easy Term)
series fiber optic connector, designed with preloaded epoxy to reduce material costs. The dry
epoxy used in the series ST, FC and SC multimode connectors has alonger shelf life and
higher yield than liquefied epoxy, Augat officials said.

Headend equipment
Scientific-Atlanta introduced anew 750
MHz version of its Model 6350 top-of-the-line
television modulator here. Options include an
integrated BTSC stereo audio encoder, video
switch with automatic gain control to provide
back-up and emergency broadcast requirements, dual IF loops for pulse-sync and sine
wave suppression scrambling systems and IF
automatic gain control. The unit can be
upgraded to 1GHz in the future, according to
S-A officials.
Jerry Conn Associates took the wraps off
two new products manufactured by Intelvideo,
both of which reduce signal impairments. The
Model CF digital co-channel filter reduces cochannel interference, random noise and other
video errors. The Model HQ reduces impairments caused by impulse noise, dropouts, FM
threshold noise, white noise and "other unwanted, random interference," JCA officials said.
New from Capital Networks Ltd., a
Canadian automated information service
provider, is its DiGiMATion digital video
recorder, designed for playback, station
automation and advertising insertion applications. The recorder uses JPEG compression to
assist in production, master control, satellite
playback automation and ad insertion.
And, Dolch Computer Systems unveiled its
portable MPEG playback and compression
"PAC" (portable add-in computer), designed
to compress afull-length movie onto the hard
drive of aportable computer. The system
enables users to compress audio and video

DESIGN JULY 1994

media in real-time, and simultaneously perform amulticast distribution and presentation
of the stored media over T-1 telephone lines.
The system can be integrated with Dolch's
integrated touch screens to provide video-ondemand services, information kiosks and training applications, said Dolch officials. Dolch's
color PCs support 1.7 million colors of full
motion MPEG video, Pentium and 486 processing technology and includes five open
expansion slots.

Distribution gear
General Instrument introduced its
Broadband Telecommunications Amplifier.
The 750 MHz-capable amp features a1GHz
passive design and can be upgraded with a
fiber-optic receiver by changing the lid. HIGH
New from Electroline Equipment is adrop
amplifier, the DropAmp, designed to eliminate
problems associated with in-home microreflec[ions, which could disrupt future digital video
signals.
The amplifier offers 35 dB of isolation
between any of its four outputs, and features 1
GHz of bandwidth.
The new subscriber amplifier addresses the
problem of microreflections and other signal
discontinuities caused inside aconsumer's
home by multiple outlet, multiple connector,
multiple television and VCR environments.
For example, said Electroline officials, when
cable subscribers "surf' on numerous sets,
unwanted energy can travel back from the convertor, TV tuner or VCR toward the tap. Inhome splitters with inadequate isolation can
cause the reflected signal to impair signal
reception on other televisions inside the home
which also use digital decoders.

Other news
Also at the show, The Electronic Industries
Association's Consumer Electronic Group
touted its Extended Data Services (EDS) feature for televisions, which will enable cable
programmers and broadcasters to transmit program and weather-related information in line
21 of the vertical blanking interval. The technology is based on the same technology as
CaptionVision, the government-mandated captioning circuitry available in all new television
sets with 13-inch or larger screens.
Specifically, EDS can provide information
including program title, program description,
show length, time remaining, weather alerts,
time of day, network name and channel affiliation (call letters).
During the National Show, the local Public
Broadcasting Service'affiliate transmitted EDS
data along with its regular television program-

ming to demonstrate hi A cable operators and
broadcasters can use the service. The data
appeared on an EDS-equipped television set in
the EIA's booth.
Jones Interactive has digitized its popular
"Jones Cable Television and Information
Infrastructure Dictionary," and placed it on a
CD-ROM cartridge. The electronic book
marks the launch of a"whole new business,"
said Glenn Jones, CEO of Jones International
Ltd., parent company of Jones Interactive.
"We are creating anew visual literacy, and
interactive multimedia projects represent the
genesis of this goal."
The book comes in floppy disk and CDROM versions and features 2,900 terms
encompassing cable television, satellites, computers, telephony, multimedia and information
delivery services. Among the terms are 850
"hot links," which guide the user to seek out
related entries. Linked terms are highlighted to
allow movement among definitions.
Arrowsmith Technologies introduced its
Fleetcon 2.0 at the National Show. A workforce management system designed for cable
companies, it combines computer aided dispatch (CAD) technology with ageographical
interface helping cable companies increase
efficiency of their operations.
Features include UNIX work stations, outage detection capabilities, status monitoring,
auto routing, hand-held signature capture, and
icons providing user-friendly interaction
between dispatch personnel and field technicians.
LS! Logic Corp. has developed amotion
estimation processor (MEP) chip exclusively
for General Instrument Corp. Motion estimation is the most complex and computationally
intensive part of video compression, according
to LS! officials. The MEP was developed
using LSI's 0.6-micron Embedded Array technology which enabled all the functions of
motion estimation to be integrated on asingle
chip. GI will use the chip for encoding
DigiCipher II and MPEG-2 digital video. LSI
described the MEP as equivalent in power to
560 Intel Pentium microprocessors on asingle
chip.
ACTV Inc. unveiled anew interactive point
to multipoint distance learning technology, as
Tele-Communications Inc. opened its J.C.
Sparkman Center for Education Technology in
Denver. Through its program development
agreement with Turner Educational Services
Inc., ACTV enabled students at W. Bruce
Evans Junior High School in Washington,
D.C., to receive an interactive version of CNN
Newsroom.
The technology, developed by Gregory
,

e

Harper, allows programmers to enhance analog
or digitally compressed distance learning systems with interactive elements personalized for
individual students. Programmers can prepackage interactive lessons or the system can allow
schools to integrate interactive segments into
live programs. The technology also can provide individualized responses to each student's
input.
And finally, Telecorp Systems has released
the latest version of its System 9000 predictive
dialer software. Release 2.1 adds features and
functions to the dialer, which was designed for
cable systems that make large volumes of outbound telephone calls. With the new software
package, users can now perform automatic
callbacks to potential customers who want the
CSR to call back later. Additionally, new digital signal processing technology provides 95
percent accuracy in detecting answering
machines vs. live voices, and fax, modem and
other tones. Also, the system features call pacing, which more accurately predicts agent
availability to prevent wait time between calls
by using astatistical algorithm to determine
dialing speed. The new system can now also
accept adirect T-1 interface. COD
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SCTE C ABLE- TEC EXPO C OVERAGE

Woody named Member of Year;
ANTEC given Chairman's Award

Also during the luncheon, three members
were inducted into the SCTE Hall of Fame,
including Alex Best, senior VP of engineering
at Cox Cable; Ron Cotten, CEO of
Engineering Technologies Group; and William
Grant, the not-so-retired industry veteran. The
three join Cliff Paul, Len Ecker, Dave Willis,
Jim Stilwell, Rex Porter, James Grabenstein
and Steve Bell in the Hall, which honors those
who have made extraordinary contributions to
the Society over many years.
Best, who joined the cable industry in 1966
and the SCTE in 1975, worked at ScientificAtlanta for 20 years before moving on to Cox.
He has long been active in the Society, producing videotapes, chairing the subcommittee
on BCT/E exams and also serving on the
Board of the Southern Cable Television
Association.
Cotten, who began his cable career in 1964,
is one the SCTE's founding members and was
the SCTE's first president. He has held jobs
with Cablecom General and Daniels &
Associates in addition to owning his own system and installation services company. Grant,
who was honored as Member of the Year during the 1994 Expo, was employed at Jerrold
before he became involved in constructing
several cable systems. He's been amember of
SCTE since 1972 and is author of "Cable
Television," atextbook that explains cable TV
technology.

Additional awards
Wendell Woody of Sprint/North Supply was chosen to receive the prestigious SCTE
Member of the Year award for his contributions on the Society's behalf.

T

he SCTE honored afew of its own during
the Expo, bestowing the prestigious member of
the year honor upon Wendell Woody and recognizing ANTEC for the company's contributions to the Society during the annual awards
luncheon.
Woody, who has been heavily involved
with the SCTE at anational level for several
years, was chosen because his considerable
contributions had gone officially unnoticed.
according to SCTE officials. Among his past
accomplishments: founding achapter; serving
as regional and at-large director; and stints as a
Society officer, including atwo-year reign as
president during which he reorganized the subcommittee structure and fueled international.
growth efforts. Woody is presently an at-large
director.
SCTE Chairman Tom Elliot, who was reelected for another term during the Board
meeting prior to the Engineering Conference,
presented the Chairman's Award to ANTEC
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Diana Riley of Jerry Conn Associates formally inducted Bill Grant, Ron Cotten and
Alex Best into the Society's Hall of Fame
during the annual awards luncheon.

chief John Egan to recognize the company's
leadership and support via technical presentations at chapter meetings. ANTEC has more
than 100 national members on its staff.
"I've known these guys for many, many
years," said Elliot of ANTEC. "It's one of the
craziest group of people I've been around.
Virtually everyone there has fun. John (Egan)
creates an environment where it's fun to work."

Other award recipients during luncheon
include:
V Sandy McKnight of Capitol Cablevision in
Jackson, Miss., Mel Welch of Genesis Cable
and Paul Harris of Ventura County
Cablevision were given field operation
awards. McKnight was given first-place honors for his device which automatically shuts of
headend modulators during FCC technical
tests.
V Personal Achievement Awards were given
to: Dick Beard, Continental Cablevision;
Robert Behrens and Mark Smith, Multimedia
Cablevision; Keith Burkley, Time Warner
Cable; Kenneth Covey, Jones Intercable;
Patrick Kelley, ANTEC; Jack Sachs, Sachs
Communications; and Alan Tschirner,
American Cablevision.
In addition, the following people were elevated to senior member status: Al Dawkins;
George Grills; Gaylord Hart; Anthonie
Herrman; David Hollowell; Larry Langevin;
Ronald Larock, Randy Midkiff; Dan Nofs; and
Matt Stanek. Finally, the Floribama meeting
group was elevated to chapter status, becoming the 74th SCTE chapter.
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As mentioned previously, Tom Elliot of
Tele-Communications Inc. was elected to a
second one-year term as the Society's chairman of the board during ameeting held prior
to the Expo. "I'm proud of the growth the
Society's experienced," he said.
"This is an exciting time, but adifficult time
with competition and convergence on our
doorstep. For us in the technical community,
this is avery challenging time as we determine
what we want to be when we grow up."
Other officers include: Michael Smith,
Adelphia Cable, Eastern vice chair; Pam
Nobles, Jones Intercable, Western vice chair;
John Vartanian, Home Box Office, secretary;
Robert Schaeffer, Star Cablevision Group,
treasurer; and Wendell Bailey of NCTA was
named additional executive committee member.
After the Engineering Conference, four
teams of techs squared off against each other
during the annual Cable-Tee Games during
Wednesday night's reception, testing their
ability to splice cable, operate signal level
meters and other test equipment as well as
answer questions during Cable Jeopardy.
Teams from the Great Plains, Wheat State,
Heart of America and Penn-Ohio chapters participated.
When it was over, the Heart of America
chapter took top honors while the following
individuals brought home the gold: Dale Kirk
of TCI Cable of the Midlands in Bellvue,
Neb. won in the splicing category while
Marty Derry of the same system was best in
test equipment operation; Al Wilke of
American Cablevision in Kansas City won
the SLM competition; and George Caramico
of Adelphia Communications in Bethel Park,
Pa. was high scorer in Cable Jeopardy.
Caramico also took top overall individual
honors. CED

George Caramico of Adelphia Communications in Bethel Park, Pa.
inspects apiece of aluminum cable (above) as he participates in the
Cable-Tec Games last month during the Expo in St. Louis. Caramico's
attention to detail and superb manual dexterity (as shown in the inset
photo at right) apparently paid off: he was named the overall individual award winner.

Continued from page 67

Lectro Products
New from Lectro Products is alocalized
powering cabinet, developed for use where
multiple installations of the company's ZIT
family of power supplies are used. The enclosure is weather-resistant and pre-wired, and
comes with afan-assisted flow-through ventilation system, for constant air circulation. Each
of six shelves can support up to 280 pounds of
equipment, said Lectro officials.

Mind Extension Institute
New from Mind Extension Institute (ME/I)
are three video training courses, titled "The
Technical Troubleshooting Challenge,"
"Customer Service Through Troubleshooting," and "DBS: The Inside Story." The
latter is atwo-part program comprised of ME/I's
June and July "Rethinking Cable for the 21st
Century" video training series. It covers DBS
equipment, programming, services and pricing.

NCTI

Vicki Marts of Multimedia Cablevision in
Wichita reads a test meter during the Games
competition.
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The National Cable Television Institute
has published aSpanish/English illustrated dictionary of cable TV and broadband terms, the
company announced. The first section presents
English terms with Spanish translations and
definitions; the second section reverses that
process.
In addition, NCTI has developed anew
course, called "Fiber optic technician," that
replaces its old course on fiber technology.

North American Cable Equipment
North American Cable Equipment has
added two in-line amplifiers, the LA-915LED
and LA-2050LED, to its satellite and wireless
television product line. The amps include an
indicator light to warn technicians when voltage is low or nonexistent.
The LA-2050LED offers a25 dBmV output with a3.5 dB maximum noise figure; the
LA-915LED offers a28 dBmV maximum output. Both include standard F-connectors and
are powered with direct current, so as to
power LNBs and downconvertors, company
officials said.

Northern Telecom
New from Northern Telecom is its
"FiberManager" access provisioning unit,
described by NT as a"flexibility point" for
drop splicing, branch splicing, reel end splicing, cable administration and rearrangement
and loop-back, cable end splicing. Fiber bend
radius is controlled to aminimum of 1.5 inches, NT officials submit. Cables can be added
"at any time," up to one through cable of 216
fibers and up to six drop or branch cables with
12 to 96 fibers.

Qintar
New from Qintar is an indoor distribution
amplifier, designed for multiple dwelling units
and part of the company's Cable Spec equipment line. The dual-hybrid amplifier is
designed to operate at bandwidths up to 550
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TELECOM PERSPECTIVE

PC linkage key to
multimedia
future
Digital World
shows new tools

By Fred Dawson

74

A

nexplosion in powerful new tools supporting lowcost development of advanced multimedia productions
promises to revolutionize the strategic approach to network expansion in the cable and telephone industries.
This message came through loud and clear at the
Digial World conference and exhibition in Los Angeles
last month, where product demonstrations and speaker
presentations left little doubt that network connectivity

to the PC will vastly alter the relationships between
service providers and network operators.
"Computer technology is moving so fast that each
generation of equipment is obsoleted every two years,"
said Jim Clark, founder and former chairman of Silicon
Graphics Inc., in aspeech opening the conference.
"The television can't keep up."
Given the combination of computer technology in
the creative environment, expanding bandwidth and
low-cost PCs, "interactie media will move into this
environment with increasing rapidity," Clark said, voicing sentiments that represented asignificant change in
his own thinking over the past year.
Where Clark had championed interactive TV as head
of SGI and had left the company to take an entrepreneurial role in new services designed for computerized
set-tops such as SGI is developing for Time Warner
and NY!' of Japan, now, he explained, he has quickly
come to see 'that the evolution of the Internet and computer technology are pointing to anew paradigm,
where exploitation of expanding bandwidth in networks
would vastly alter the media environment from what it
is today.
The upshot, he noted, is that he has formed anew
company, Mosaic Communications Inc., joining with a
growing cluster of start-up firms to tap the power of
data communications by offering new tools to support
development of multimedia services over the Internet.
"The focus we're taking here concerns how people can
put the network to use commercially for the consumer
market," he stressed.
Clark's observations were supported at every turn in
the halls and conference rooms at the Los Angeles
Convention Center, culminating in aringing endorsement of the importance of the PC connection to the
cable industry in aclosing speech by Richard Green,
president of Cable Television Laboratories.
"We're seeing aneed for this (computer) interconnection at the high commercial end, where banks, medical institutions, colleges, research centers and ahost of
other entities need ahigh bandwidth data link," he said.
"And we're seing it at the small office and residential
levels as well, for everything from telecommuting to
broadband access to on-line services and the Internet."
Green added: "We don't have to speculate about
how readily people will use the PC versus the TV to
capture the benefits of digital communications. We
only have to respond to what the market wants."
What the market wants, already undergoing significant change as evidenced in the surging sales of CDROM players and titles, will soon be influenced by a
new generation of multimedia titles founded on
advances in development tools and driven by ever larger levels of capital infusion.

Support tools
On the tool support side of the equation, the news at
Digital World was that technology has reached a
plateau where compelling verisimilitude and highspeed interactivity in three dimensions is eliminating
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I
NTHE FUTURE,
THERE WILL BEONLY ONE NETWORK.
THE DIGITAL NETWORK.
You've seen asneak preview. With full interactivity, the Digital Network features
access to virtually infinite channels, on-line services, video-on-demand, shopping and games.
It even features plain old conversation. If you're interested in giving your subscribers
access to the Digital Network, talk to the people who have almost two decades of experience
in digital networking. Call 1-800-NORTHERN or come see us at Cable-Tec Expo '94.
We're here to get you there.
northern
telecom
Circle Reader Service No. 34

01994 Northern Telecom
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The impact of
virtual reality
was apparent
in many new
navigator
systems on
display.

Ad Index

the clunkiness that characterizes much of first-generation product in multimedia. For example, Apple
Computer Corp. introduced anew software system
dubbed "QuickTime VR," which allows developers to
turn single photographs into seamlessly connected vistas offering 360 degree viewing of realistic scenes.
As the multimedia developer shifts to different
views of aparticular setting, the software, operating in
real time, adjusts the perspective so that all pieces of
the picture fall into the relationships with each other
that one would see from that angle in real life. The user
can zoom in on objects in the scene and "move around"
them for acomplete look close up as elements of the
background shift accordingly.
Similarly, sound in ascene can be arranged to
change as the viewer scans the environment. In one
Apple demo, abeach environment includes abush
where, on close viewing, one can hear birds chirping
and acafe at one end of the beach. Upon turning in that
direction, the user picks up conversation and music; by
zooming in for closer inspection, one hears these
sounds at higher volume.
The developer using the Quick Time VR software
does all the programming on aMacintosh computer
without any special hardware attachments required,
said Eric Zarakov of Apple New Technology. "You can
combine real-world pictures and sound in games, travel
tours, kiosk applications, you name it," he noted.
The first commercial title employing the new Apple
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system is a"handbook" for exploring the Starship
Enterprise from the StarTrek series. Developed by
Simon and Schuster Interactive, aunit of Viacom Inc.,
the CD allows the viewer to "walk through" the spaceship, exploring all the nooks and crannies in acontinuous stream of changing scenes, stopping at various
points to "look around" much as aperson does by turning around in aroom. The developers used close to
15,000 photos from sets and models to create the CD.

Virtual reality

Digital World was awash in demonstrations of such
next-generation product, some of which accomplished
similar virtual reality effects using more expensive production technology than was shown by Apple. What
the Apple demo indicated was that, soon, these very
expensive, high-tech effects will be available to developers of every stripe, vastly expanding the base of producers who will be creating advanced multimedia product.
The impact of virtual reality technology was apparent in many new "navigator" systems on display,
including one from Knowledge Adventure World that
is meant to work with on-line systems over standard
telephone lines. In this system, demonstrated by KA
World president Dave Gobel, the user accesses various
information categories through "rooms" and other
"spaces" which can be customized to suit particular
tastes. The system eliminates the text-base pull-down
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menus of standard on-line systems.
KA World is aspinoff of Knowledge Adventure
Inc., aSan Francisco-based multimedia production
house which announced it has received major backing
from motion picture director Steven Spielberg. The
announcement pointed up another phenomenon which
promises to have an important impact on the trend
toward PC-based media, which is the ever increasing
amount of capital being spent on multimedia titles.
Where multimedia titles have traditionally been produced at costs tabulated in the tens or, at most, hundreds of thousands of dollars, anumber of projects,
including one by Spielberg in cooperation with George
Lucas, are tapping funding in the millions of dollars.
Spielberg's new CD-ROM game, titled "The Dig," is
reputed to be operating on abudget of over $5 million.
The parade of celebrities moving to the multimedia
platform has expanded rapidly over the past year,
reflecting the fact that more powerful tools and computer processing power have created an environment
for artists that is becoming hard to ignore. Among pioneers in the field on hand at Digital World were
Thomas Dolby, Todd Rundgren and Peter Gabriel, all
of whom have multimedia titles featuring their music
and many things besides.
Gabriel, whose "Xplora I" CD title was one of
three prize winners at the Interactive Media Festival
held in conjunction with Digital World, said it had
become clear to him that the creative experience of
working in the new medium was too compelling to be
ignored by other artists. "You can do what people have
been trying to do with music videos and much more
without the time constraints and other limitations," he
said.
In the "Xplora" CD, users can move in and out of
musical performances to access material related to the
content and can mix various elements to create their
own "music videos," including new arrangements of
the music. "I think that the way people will interact
with interactive technology is going to change the way
that we live and the way that we think," Gabriel commented.

The Internet
Extravagant as that might sound, the range of
"authoring" tools on display at Digital World in conjunction with the expanding base of multimediaequipped PCs suggests that on-line connectivity could
open ameans of building markets for media product
that is altogether different from today's centralized distribution system. The point was vividly demonstrated
in the closing session by John Gage, director of the science office at Sun Microsystems Computer Corp., who
accessed the Internet and took the audience to various
points of connection around the world as part of his
talk.
Employing Mosaic, the Internet search software
developed for free distribution to the public by
National Center for Supercomputing Applications athe
University of Illinois, Gage conducted afree-associa-

tion tour over "the Net" to such points as adatabase of
films located in Australia and afile of high school student autobiographies and observations found in
Hillsdale, Minn.
The Hillsdale file contained reports on various
events and phenomena, such as the impending comet
collision with the planet Jupiter, where astudent had
pulled color photos from aNASA file to illustrate his
report. This sent Gage on abrief search of the NASA
file for more such photos, which quickly materialized
in full color over the local telephone line as the audience watched.
The point, Gage said, was that the expanding reach
of the Internet, now counting some 30 million users
with over two million servers accessible via Mosaic,
has created athreshold for spontaneous creativity and
expression that can transform culture. "Enormous
change is happening as aresult of asingle idea," he
noted.

The way people
will interact
with interactive
technology is
going to change
the way we
live.

Accelerate hardware penetration
For Sun and other manufacturers, he added, the challenge is to accelerate penetration of hardware as the
cost of silicon "moves toward zero." By setting up storage systems at newspaper offices and other contentgenerating centers around the country free of charge,
Sun is promoting digitization and expansion of content,
which, in turn, encourages more people to acquire the
hardware necessary to be service providers and as well
as users.
Sounding asimilar theme, Carl Malamud, president
of Internet Multicasting Service, described three types
of "radio" programs his firm is "broadcasting" over the
Internet from Washington, DC, using multicast sound
technology that allows packetized speech to be transmitted to PCs equipped with sound translators. Such
programming, avoiding problems of spectrum scarcity,
points to aday when video as well as sound broadcasts
will be possible using very low-cost equipment at
points of origin, he said.
"Right now the issue is bandwidth and interconnection," Malamud added, echoing remarks by many other
speakers. "As the cable companies put in LANs, it's
important that they think about interconnection."
Whether Jim Clark is right in asserting that the transition to widescale broadband access to the Internet
will outpace digital connectivity to the television set
remains to be seen. But it was clear from all that
occurred at Digital World that the tools, services and
networking navigation systems essential to revolutionizing the way services are created and distributed are in
place.
CableLabs' Green was asked by amember of the
audience when it would be possible for everyone to
have abroadband pipeline for upstream delivery of
multimedia information. "That's hard to estimate," he
said, "but Iwould expect we'll see a1.5 megabit/second pathway out of the home by 1998 or '99."
For the thousand or so multimedia developers on
hand that day can't come too soon. CEO
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
PHILIPS SUPPORT SERVICES

Philips Broadband Networks, Inc., dedicated to world leadership, is a dynamic manufacturer and supplier of broadband
networks to the cable TV and data communications industries.
Currently, we have exciting openings for qualified professionals in the following areas:

BROADBAND
HEADEND
ENGINEERS

SYSTEM DESIGN SUPERVISOR

Take us into the 21st Century

Responsible for leading adesign team that will position Philips
as a leader in architectures of the 21st century. The successful candidate will have an AAS in Engineering or equivalent,
minimum of eight years experience in designing RF and fiber
optic CATV networks, proven ability as a problem solver, the
ability to train and develop subordinates in complex architectural concepts and afamiliarity with LODE CAD software.

Our goal is set. Pacific Bell will put into
place afully capable Broadband network
available to all our customers by the year
2015. We intend to be at the 50% mark
in just ten years. To achieve these milestones, we require Headend Engineers
who are excited by the challenges and
see the personal and professional advantages of getting in on the ground floor.

NETWORK SPECIALIST

Responsible for performing technical (RF) analysis on proposal designs, clarification of job parameters with our Sales Dept.
and customers, executing RF designs in a time frame agreed
upon with the proposal team, and developing new architectures and uses for Philips products. AAS degree in electronics, engineering or equivalent, six years experience in designing RF & Fiber Optic CATV systems and familiarity with and
CAD and Drafting software.

You will be responsible for all aspects of
video headend design, installation and
maintenance as well as the supervision
and training of technicians. This challenge requires 3-5 years' experience in
the installation, activation and maintenance of video headends. The selfstarters we seek will have experience in
the setup and use of all headend test
equipment including spectrum analyzers,
vector scopes, wave form monitors and
video analyzers as well as the ability to
perform FCC RF spectrum and baseband
video proof of performance tests.
Excellent communication and supervisory skills are also required. A BS degree
is preferred.

APPLICATION ENGINEER

These opportunities are in Northern and
Southern California and include competitive salaries and excellent benefits.
View this position and more! Internet
address: (telnet) CAREER.com 8, NP, 1
stop bit. Please send your résumé to
Pacific Bell, Management Recruitment,
Dept. LL09,33 New Montgomery St.,
Suite 1100, San Francisco, CA 94105.
We are an equal opportunity employer.
IIIUII
© 1994 Pacific Bell

Responsible for customer training, servicing fiber optic and RF
systems, and acting as liaison between customers and our
sales and engineering functions. Requirements include: AAS
in electronics or equivalent, knowledge in the areas of
telecommunications networks, twisted pair, and central office
switching test procedures, and understanding of Ti to T3 systems. ATM (Packet) Network and SONET architectures helpful.
Philips offers an excellent compensation and benefits package. Interested candidates please forward your resume and
salary history to: Human Resources, Philips Broadband
Networks, Inc., 100 Fairgrounds Drive, Manlius, NY 13104.
PHILIPS

Equal Opportunity Employer

PACIFICrIBELL
A Pecrfic Telests Con-easy

TeleCommunn (Ilion Engineers, Inc.

ACCEPTING RESUMES
FOR GREAT LAKES REGION

Earn Top Wages!
ARIES CABLE COMMUNICATIONS is seeking cable professionals with knowledge of all aspects of (ATV, able to climb poles, do lashing,
upgrade cable systems, balance line extenders, feeder and truck ampli tiers.
Own tools and truck aplus. Areas of work; Pittsburgh and Ohio.
Call:
Fax:

98

412 -531 -8102
412 -.563 -4995
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All Phases of CATV Work
Headend —Design —Installs
Rebuilds —Coax —Fiber
Send or Fax Resumes lo:
1172 S. M-13
Lennon, Michigan 48449
FAX: 810-621-3158

0

CAREER M ARKETPLACE
AERIAL & UNDERGROUND
CONSTRUCTION
PERSONNEL NEEDED
Experienced Aerial Crews, and
Underground Crews
needed in IL, IN, AL, KY
SEND RESUME TO:
ERVIN CABLE
CONSTRUCTION, INC.
212 E. LINCOLN
SHAWNEETOVVN, IL 62984
1-618-269-4411
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Major MSO seeks all levels of

he national and international leader in

technicians for major market

telecommunications and cable television services sets the standard

cable system in desirable West
Coast location. Attractive wages

for excellence in complex and changing industries.
Innovation, dependability, commitment... basic qualities in Bumup

& benefits. Send resume and

& Sims people. Taking pride in doing the job right and upholding a

wage history to

65-year tradition of excellence.

CED Box # 410

JOIN THE TEAM

• Project Managers

Equal Oppotrunity Employer

• Upgrade Splicers • Foreman
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Burnup&SimsTSI,Inc.
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Recruitment 1-800-241-9012
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Insight Cablevision in Phoenix,

AMAsTEc

COMPANY
Executive Offices 404-242-7450 /FAX 404-449-8439 /1650 Oakbrook Dr., Norcross, GA 30093

Arizona has an immediate opening

for acable TV technician with 2years
exp, working knowledge in repair of
distribution system and CLI monitoring and repairs. Valid drivers license

Headend Technician
Central Mass MSO with 100,000+ subs is seeking an experienced Headend
Technician with knowledge of earth stations, receivers, modulators, processors,
STX 141 Hughes microwave, AM and digital fiberoptics as well as related test
equipment. Ability to repair component level desirable. Ability to perform light
maintenance on towers up to 400 ft. aplus. Applicant must be on call every third
week. Must possess or have the ability to obtain SCTEBCT/E certification and 2
yr. degree in electronics or equivalent.

Successful applicants must pass pre-placement drug test.
Send resume and salary requirements to:
Human Resources
Greater Media Cable
95 Higgins Street
Worcester, MA 01606
An Equal Opportunity Employer

amust. Insight is an EOE.
Fax resume to: 602-582-9649
or Mail to:
21200 N. Black Canyon LINN-%.
Phoenix, AZ 85027

Need some Help?
Let CED Classified's
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

recruit it for you!
With acirculation to over
18,000 cable television
professionals, reaching the

CONTRACTORS NEEDED
The San Diego office of aNational Telecommunications contractor is seeking company contractors (2 to 10 crews) and individuals (lineworkers,
splicers, technicians, and sweep personnel) for ongoing projects in the
S. California area. Vehicle/equipment lease and travel reimbursement
available. Contact: Jeff Parsons or John Mulhearn at NaCom
800-598-5250 or fax qualifications to 619-584-8498
T HE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF B ROADBAND T ECHNOLOGY

right candidate is as easy as...
CED.
To reserve classified space in the next
available issue of CED, please call Tim
Reeder at:

JULY 1994

800-866-0206, 610-964-4982 or
Fax to 610-964-4663.
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T
he information superhighway. Is it the Holy Grail at

the summit of afrenetically accelerating technological
spiral? Will it finally achieve long promised social and
cultural goals, enriching our lives and
enhancing the quality of life itself? Will it
solve our desperate educational shortcomings? Who pays for it?
No one should be deceived by the hype
suggesting that the information superhighway is amagic silver bullet. By itself, it is
not an information provider. It does not
engage in research, undertake scholarly
studies, make movies, write books, or create art works. It is not ateacher, nor a
social worker. It does not even entertain.
The information superhighway is nothing
more nor less than an elaborate and sophisticated electronic pipeline.
Nevertheless, it could be well suited to
provide an extraordinarily useful communication linkage between an almost unlimited store of information, already existing
and still to be generated, and users who
have the interest, motivation and means to
make use of it. Simply building the network will stimulate the development of
information databases. Potential commercial, government, and military users
already await impatiently. But, achievement of social, cultural and educational
goals is not at all assured.

The
information
superhighway

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates
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Distance learning
The Mind Extension University (ME/U), created
from the dreams and wisdom of Glenn Jones (Jones
Intercable), is asuperb example of both the potential
and the limitations of distance learning based on
enhanced communication networks. ME/U's primary
focus and greatest success has been in the realm of
degree granting higher education, along with individual
personal and professional development.
Such students have to be motivated in order to overcome the twin hurdles of tuition and time for study.
ME/U has assembled an impressive set of information
providers for this program, including state universities,
the Library of Congress, American Federation of
Teachers, National Alliance of Business, Apple
Computer and many others.
An important but more difficult goal of ME/U is to
provide "direct student instruction and staff development for secondary schools." Interactive instructional
programming is provided by several educational organizations such as the TI-IN ("tie-in") Network, anotfor-profit spin-off from the federal Star School program, the foundation supported Achievement
Television in California, and the Massachusetts
Corporation for Educational TV. The focus of the K12 (kindergarten to twelfth grade) program is on foreign language, staff development, and student enrich-

ment.
The crisis in education is deeply imbedded in our
national culture. Developing motivation and discipline,
especially (but not only) at the secondary level, may be
beyond the reach of distance learning without major
reshaping of attitudes both at home and in the workplace. The information superhighway cannot help
much to teach integrity, respect, dependability, civility,
discipline, patience or honesty. When parents forsake
this responsibility, we are in deep trouble.
Even with the help of the information superhighway, the success of distance learning will most likely
be limited to reasonably motivated students whose attitudes are already quite well adjusted. "You may bring
ahorse to the river, but he will drink when and what he
pleaseth" (George Herbert, 1651).

Who pays?
The scramble for position on the information superhighway makes it quite clear that entertainment will
be the major source both of programming and revenue. Does this forebode asurfeit of raunchy television and video games? David Gelernter, an associate
professor at Yale, warns that "the information highway presents us with our greatest opportunity in years
to rededicate ourselves to the principle of Mediocrity
in Television."
The prospects of economic viability for interactive
and transactional services on the information highway
are much brighter when predicated on obtaining revenue from information providers and advertisers than
from subscribers directly. Home shopping, for
instance, pays commissions to the cable operator on
completed transactions in return for aslot on the highway. Similar arrangements are likely for home banking, ticket sales, and access to gateways. In the end, of
course, the consumer pays for the services rendered by
the information provider, but only indirectly for the use
of the network.

Direct from artist to home
Alan Deutschmann (Fortune, 2/17/94) paints a
glowing picture of movies, concerts, recorded music,
literary works, and even textbooks delivered directly
from the artists to the consumer's home. No longer
would Hollywood producers, Tower Records and
bookstores control access to artistic productions.
Creative artists could cut their own deals with electronic warehouses to store their works and release them
digitally on demand to individual consumers through
giant servers.
The profitability of such entrepreneurial development is not hard to project. Education and enhancing
the quality of life present amuch more daunting challenge, with profitability that can only be called elusive.
Developing the pipeline is the easy part. Whether it
enriches or contaminates our cultural heritage is acritical social challenge in which technology is quite neutral.
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BOTTOM LINE
CONTECTm Converter Service Makes You Money...

Let's face the facts... the longer acable converter provides
uninterrupted service to your subscriber.., the more money
you make.Breakdowns mean customers complain,
trucks roll, and time evaporates... sound familiar?
At CONTEC, we specialize »n building
"strategic service partnerships"
with cable operators... NATIONWIDE.
By exceeding OEM standards, our
quality repairs withstand the test of time...
and so do our business relationships.

CONTEC LEADERSHIP PROVIDES:
D Computerized tracking of repairs
by serial number.
ID Experienced, factory trained technicians
0 Stringent quality control procedures
D Security clearance of each shipment
D Efficient customer service
D Fast turnaround and delivery

BOTTOM LINE, CONTEC service centers
/
98

all work in harmony to keep your converters
where they belong.., in subscriber homes...
And, that makes you money!

/98

CALL TODAY

1-800-382-2723
* CONTEC's Jerrold compatible replacement remote control units.
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1023 State Street, P.O. Box 739, Schenectady, NY 12301-0739
Phone: (518)382-8000, FAX: (518)382-8452
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Is Your Subscriber . Drop Ready for the Future?
enjty .

ANTEC's Integrated Drop System
ensures you are ready for the future.
Consistency, component compatibility and
longevity are not your only considerations when
engineering and purchasing your subscriber drops.
Consider these —
• Future services will require expanded
bandwidth. Is your drop system ready
and able to handle expanded bandwidth
up to 1GHz?
• In adigital world, poor drop installations,
incompatible components and loose
connections can cause signal loss or frozen
images. Is your drop system ready and able
to pass digital signals successfully?
• Truly interactive networks require the drop
to transmit or pass bi-directional signaling.
Is your drop system ready and able to handle
return signal with minimal signal loss?
Integrated drop systems are compatible
with expanded bandwidth up to 1GHz as well
as bi-directional and digital signaling. Build your
network for tomorrow. Use ANTEC's Integrated
Drop System today! Call your local ANTEC
representative for more information.

Our Cable
Integrated Services
Network (CISN) is a"blueprint"
for building abroadband network that
accommodates interactive services in a1GHz
spectrum. IDS provides the solution to the final,
critical link of the broadband network, the subscriber drop.
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